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Resumé 
Denne kandidatafhandling beskæftiger sig med et fokus inden for familienormer i relation til 

marketing med udgangspunkt i børn og marketing. Vi har herunder, på baggrund af vores fælles 

interesse for emnet, valgt at undersøge hvordan børnetøjsvirksomheder i dag anvender den 

samfundsmæssige ændring i rollefordelingen i de danske husstande, i markedsføringen af deres 

produkter. 

Afhandlingen vil derfor belyse, hvilken rolle de individuelle personer i familieenheden udfylder i 

husholdningen. Ydermere vil den vise, hvordan rollerne i købsprocessen er fordelt fædre og mødre 

imellem og forsøge at belyse involveringsgraden af fædre, i forhold til de individuelle stadier i 

købsbeslutningsprocessen ved børnetøjsindkøb. Endeligt vil der blive givet en anbefaling til 

børnetøjsvirksomheder omhandlende hvordan de, på baggrund af dette studie, kan forbedre deres 

kommunikation og markedsføring rettet mod fædre, for at skabe en større værdi.  

Dette studie har igennem et eksplorativt undersøgelsesdesign forsøgt at afdække det uudforskede 

område af fædre i forhold til børnetøjsvirksomheder. Der er benyttet to former for empirisk data i 

forbindelse med dette studie. Vores primære data består af kvalitativt data i form af interviews med 

fædre samt interviews med professionelle. Dertil er der indsamlet kvantitativt data i form af to online 

spørgeskemaer rettet mod fædre og mødre. Det kvantitative data er indsamlet med henblik på, at 

skabe yderligere validitet i forhold til vores primære data. Vores sekundære data består af litteratur 

som henholdsvis redegør for udviklingen af roller og købsadfærd i husholdninger samt forskellene i 

mænd og kvinders købsadfærd. Kombinationen af disse forskellige empiriske indsamlingsmetoder 

betyder, at der i dette studie er benyttet trianguleringsmetoden.  

I denne afhandling gøres der brug af tre modeller, som i mange år har været benyttet i et 

marketingsperspektiv. De tre modeller der anvendes, er henholdsvis consumer decision-making 

model, buying center model samt 4C’s. De to førstenævnte modeller benyttes som et 

struktureringsværktøj i analysen for at skabe overskuelige rammer, hvad angår det indsamlede empiri. 

Den sidstnævnte model benyttes som et hjælpeværktøj i forbindelse med vores anbefalinger til 

virksomhederne. 

Vores analyse præsenterer, at mødre og fædre i høj grad er fælles om rollerne i hustanden og at deres 

forhold er baseret på kommunikation og forhandling. I forbindelse med købsroller viser vores 

resultater at kvinder er initiativtagere, mens far og barn/børn agerer influencere. Fædres grad af 

involvering viste sig i vores undersøgelse at være lav i tre ud af fem stadier i consumer decision-
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making modellen og ifølge vores resultater, er fædrene som oftest kun involveret i evalueringsfasen 

og i post-decision fasen. Dette betyder dog ikke, at fædrene ingen indflydelse har, da post-decision 

fasen har stor indflydelse på både returnering af varen samt fremtidige køb. Til slut viste vores 

interviews med vores professionelle repræsentanter, at der er delte meninger om fædres værdi i 

forhold til børnetøjsvirksomheder.     

På baggrund af vores analyse, anbefaler vi virksomheder at involvere de danske fædre i deres 

marketingsstrategier. Vores analyse viser, at der er et stort potentiale i fædrene, hvis virksomhederne 

kan formå at forstå, hvor i beslutningstagningsprocessen de er mest involveret og derudfra fange 

deres interesse. 

Endeligt kan vi konkludere, at virksomheder kan udnytte disse samfundsmæssige ændringer og 

derved skabe værdi for deres forretning. 
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Chapter 1 

The first chapter will introduce the aim of this research followed by our research question and the 

motivation and relevance of the chosen research area. Thereafter, a presentation of the delimitations 

and a clarification of the applied terminology will be presented. This chapter will end with an outline 

of the structure of the aforementioned research.  

Introduction 

Historically, the perception of families was the unification of a mother, a father and a child/children. 

The roles between each family member were clear, the mother was in charge of the household, the 

children and the maintenance of family relations. The father, on the other hand, was in charge of 

financially providing for the family and other ‘outside the home’ chores (Dencik, 2008). 

  

Women over the years have gained more momentum by entering the labour market and taking higher 

positions in the business world and thus they have come a very long way in the respect of equality. 

Accordingly, these clear household roles between male and female, has over the years, slowly begun 

to diminish (Coltrane, 2000; Dencik, 2008). Today, we see fathers being more involved on the 

homefront and not just as disciplinarians and providers but also as caregivers (Haavind, 2006). Hence, 

women are no longer solely in charge of the household and children, nor are men the sole providers.   

  

With increased involvement on the homefront, fathers have started to gain momentum in the 

household. This means that fathers have begun to participate and to undertake a larger part of the 

‘soft’ roles in the household and thus the division of tasks between the parents are no longer 

straightforward resulting in undefined parental roles and a large variety of societal family 

constellations (Haavind, 2006; Dencik, 2008). Hence, the fatherly role has evolved immensely. 

Fathers have gone from being the patriarch of the family to being ‘the modern father’ who is involved 

and who shares the parenting role on equal terms with the mother (Dencik, 2008) 

  

Thus, one may argue, that there is still a long way to go on reaching equality between men and women 

within what was once considered the males’ area (equal pay, leadership titles etc). A different side of 
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equality debate has occurred, which is the equality on what was once considered the women’s area, 

namely equal rights for children (Kviinfo, 2020; foreningenfar, 2020). 

Research area 

These societal changes and the involvement of fatherly participation in parental caregiving let us to 

suspect a possible unexplored opportunity, in the field of marketing, regarding fathers. In today’s 

society, there seems to be a tendency to keep the focus on the mother in terms of advertisement for 

childrenswear and not much attention seems to be given to the father.  

Seen from a marketing perspective, the change of father’s involvement with their children, questions 

whether this potentially mean, that there is a higher level of participation too, concerning the 

purchasing process. This potentially higher involvement may create an opportunity for children 

related brands or companies, to take advantage of. 

  

Since there is no study made on Danish fathers’ involvement in the consumption of items for their 

children, this research seeks to explore the field of fathers as consumers. It strives to examine to 

which degree fathers influence the decision-making process when it comes to family purchases 

regarding children at the age of 0-7 years old. Furthermore, we wish to examine how childrenswear 

companies view fathers as consumers. Do companies consider men when advertising children 

products or do they simply advertise to the woman?  

  

As a result, this paper will investigate whether societal development in family constellations has 

opened up a new opportunity for children brands regarding marketing. Furthermore, it seeks to 

discover if there is a potential in fathers concerning advertising and addressing marketing towards 

them. Hence, we wish to examine consumer behaviour focused on parents, more specifically the role 

of the father when it comes to purchasing childrenswear. We want to examine if fathers have an 

interest and an opinion when it comes to the purchasing of clothes for their children. Do their 

opinion matter or is it simply irrelevant and thus useless in the eyes of the industry? Ultimately, we 

want to explore if there is a possible segment within consumerism that is not being exploited to its 

full potential and if so, we want to shine a light upon it.   
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Research question 

By focusing on the above-mentioned areas we hope to determine whether or not there is an 

unexplored opportunity when it comes to fathers as consumers or if the decision-making process is 

usually controlled by the mothers and thus the advertisement follows them. This leads us to the 

following problem statement: 

 

How can children's clothing companies (or brands) take advantage of the societal change of the new 

gender roles within a Danish household? 

Four sub-questions have been formulated, in order to answer the research question comprehensively: 

- How do the fathers participate in the household and which roles do they possess?  

- Which role(s) do each family member possess, when purchasing childrenswear? 

- How much are fathers involved in each step of the purchasing decision-making process, when 

purchasing childrenswear?  

- How are mothers and how are fathers exposed to advertising? 

Motivation and relevance  

The starting point of this thesis was our common interest in children and marketing. Both of us have 

taken the elective course ‘children as consumers’ and it was while exploring this field, our interest 

within the subject of fathers and marketing started to appear. It was also while taking this course that 

we realized the complexity of the decision-making process which takes place within a given 

household and therefore, we began to look at the subject with the purpose of our thesis in mind.  

 

Family norms are forever changing and consequently, we found it fascinating to examine the external 

communication between the fathers and the industry of children products to understand if the 

industry is changing alongside the families (Dencik, 2008). Furthermore, we found the field of 

external communication intriguing and thus the subject seemed to be a perfect fit.  

 

Once our interest was triggered, we started to observe our social circles regarding fathers and their 

desire for involvement, and here we began to notices a pattern. It seemed as though the fathers we 

observed and talked to wanted to be more involved with their children than they already were, hence 
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we saw an opportunity in the subject. Further to this, we started to look into the social changes within 

modern fathers whilst trying to understand the present norms within family constellations in the 

Danish society.  

 

Concerning social norms however, after thorough research on children, we came across an interesting 

aspect of which we could not find any research. This aspect was the unexplored area of fathers in 

relation to the consumption of their children. Together we have over 10 years of experience in the 

toy industry and one of us has the experience of being a mother and therefore has the personal insight 

into how much advertisement is directed at new mothers. Despite the constant exposure to the 

advertisement when one becomes a mother it was not to our understanding that fathers experience 

the same amount of exposure. We found it very interesting that there seemed to be a minimum to 

no focus on fathers since our private observations and experience gave us reason to believe that this 

generation of fathers is deeper than ever before involved in the consumption of children’s brands. 

The icing on the cake, as one would say, was our result when we search for ‘fædres forbrug til 

børn/fathers consumption for children’ on google and the algorithm instead suggested us ‘mødres 

forbrug til børn/mothers consumption for children’.  

 

 
Picture Documentation 1: Google Search, N/A 

 

Google suggesting us to search for mother’s consumption for their children instead of father’s 

consumption for their children, somehow confirmed to us that we had a relevant topic and thus we 

began to feel a need and a motivation to explore and research the subject. From a business point of 

view, a deeper knowledge and understanding of how fathers are involved in the decision-making 
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process as well as the consumption process can help companies and brands that produce children 

products to get a deeper understanding of their consumers. Therefore, we believe that the results of 

this study can be useful to marketers in the relevant industry when it comes to understanding whether 

or not to include fathers in their target group and if they decide to do so, how it should be executed.    

Delimitations  

This section serves the purpose of outlining the delimitations of our research and master thesis. This 

is done in order for us to determine the scope of our research.  

 

This paper takes its point of departure in Danish resident fathers with children under the age of seven 

years old. This specific scope creates an opportunity for us to dig deep into the thoughts of Danish 

fathers as well as allowing us to fully focus on the opinions the modern fathers may have when it 

comes to the consumption and consumerism that revolves around their children.  

 

Moreover, this very specific scope will help provide an overview of the value that Danish fathers may 

possess regarding the childrenswear industry which is highly relevant in connection to the marketing 

perspective this paper revolves around.  

 

Prior to our examinations, we discussed our opportunities and the potential downfall of having a too 

large of a span regarding the age of the father’s children. Ultimately, we decided upon a seven-year 

limit because we believed that a larger span than seven years old would create an imbalance in interest 

from the father’s side or create too big a gap in our research results. Furthermore, we discussed the 

possibility of children past the age of seven years old could potentially be more involved and thus 

ultimately they could perhaps influence the father too much.  

The focus with this thesis has from the beginning been to collect as accurate results as possible and 

due to our limited time frame, we felt the need to select a more narrow and less time-consuming 

approach with our data collection. We thus decided very early on in the process that we would limit 

our geographic area to the metropolitan area of Denmark. This decision was made in order for us to 

properly analyze our research results and due to the lack of financial and networking resources, it 

would not have been possible for us to expand our geographic area further and still maintain a high 

degree of accuracy.  
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In addition, we have decided to exclude the opinion of the older children to keep the focus on the 

fathers, exclusively. This was partly due to the fact that not all of the father’s children would be old 

enough to express their opinion but also in order for us to get a deeper insight into the fathers mind 

without an abundance of distracting factors. The mothers were likewise not included in the interviews 

but only had a small place in our questionnaire which did not interfere with any of the fathers’ 

answers. Lastly, a contributing factor in the exclusion of the children and the mothers was also to get 

the unfiltered and uninfluenced answers from the fathers. 

 

Our first considerations with our scope revolved around examining fathers potential concerning all 

children products. We wanted to examine their interest in connection to toys, clothes, baby gear etc. 

We ultimately choose to only focus on children’s clothing due to limitations regarding focus 

orientation and gathering of interviews. Halfway through our research and data collection Covid19 

broke out in Denmark and thus created difficulties for us. We had two different interviews scheduled 

with two brand managers from the international toy manufacturing company, Mattel, which was 

ultimately cancelled.     

Clarification of applied terminology 

Childrenswear: The concept of childrenswear is used throughout this paper to cover all types of 

clothing mentioned. This may be in reference to both purchased or used products.     

 

Fathers as consumers: According to the Cambridge dictionary (2020) a consumer is “a person who 

buys goods or services for their own use” and a customer “is a person who purchases something or 

engages in some form of exchange transaction” What makes these two definition differ is that a 

customer can be referred to as a consumer but a consumer does not necessarily need to be a 

customer. In connection, to childrenswear, it is the children who in the end wears the clothes which 

in the end makes them the consumers. The concept of fathers as consumers is thus used as a synonym 

for customer due to the fact that the fathers in question are the ones doing the purchasing while the 

children are the actual consumers of the products because they are the ones who wear the clothes 

and subsequently are the end-users. 
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Consumer decision-making: The concept of consumer decision-making refers to the process of 

which a consumer goes through when deciding upon which product or service to purchase (Shiffman 

et al. 2008). In this paper, consumer decision-making refers to the evaluation and the process that 

parents or the family unit go through before reaching a decision. 

 

Purchasing process: The purchasing process is the process of which the consumer or customer 

goes through from the beginning of experiencing a need and up until the post-purchase evaluation 

(Emiliani, 2000).  

 

Brand: The mentioning of the concept of a brand in this thesis refers to the various mentioned 

companies. The reason for this is that the concept is used as a trademark which represents the 

company in question.  

Report of childrenswear in Denmark 

This report is based on Euromonitor (Passport-reports), which was made on childrenswear in 

Denmark. The report is available in Appendix 15. 

  

Childrenswear is split into three categories. Baby and toddler wear (0-3 yrs.), boy apparel and girl 

apparel (3+). Within the category of childrenswear, the consumers in Denmark are divided between 

two tendencies. They are either interested in economy-priced products, such as H&M, Zara and 

Bilka, or high-end premium brands, such as Hust & Claire. 

Consequently, there are either the consumers who prefer 

new fashion, that only last for one season or consumers who 

are devoted to purchasing higher-quality, or e.g. organic 

brands. Although this division of trends also occurs in 

womenswear and menswear, it is more pertinent within 

Childrenswear. Thus, Danish private labels such as Salling 

and Coop’s brands (Friends, Mads & Mette) is more 

successful in childrenswear than women- and menswear. 

Namely, this can be caused by the fact that children quickly Tabel 1: Appendix 15 
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grow out of clothes, hence the need for affordable clothing, that parents can afford for their children 

only to use for one season. 

  

As seen in table 1, sales prognoses are expected to continue showing growth. Especially when it 

comes to the Baby and Toddler category. Here we will experience the strongest growth between 

2019-2024. This is due to the growth in birth rates. More children equals larger demands.  

  

The biggest player on the market is Bestseller, with its brand Name It, followed by H&M, Friends, 

Mads & Mette and Hust & Claire, together they have 26,5 per cent market share. The five biggest 

brands consist both of economy-priced products and high-quality premium brands. The rest of the 

market consists of small players, each with 2,3 per cent market share and below. Thus, the market 

consist of a few big brands and 60+ smaller brands, with fierce competition. 
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Structure  

Below is presented a visual representation of the structure of this paper. 
 

Marketing

Chapter 1

Introduction

Research question

Motivation and relevance 

Delimitation
s

Applied terminology

Chapter 2

Methodology

Research design Philosophical standpoint

Research method Data collection

Chapter 3

Theoretical framework

Consumer behaviour Buying units

Chapter 4

Literature review

Historical timeline Earnings and change 
of  roles

Negotiating decisions

Fathers in modern household Household shopping behaviour Decision making patterns

Chapter 5

Analysis

Chapter 6

Discussion

Recommendations

Chapter 7

Conclusion

Further research

Analysis of  household roles Analysis of  purchasing roles

Analysis of  the involvement Analysis of  marketing exposure

Marketing mix

Table 1: Thesis overview 
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Chapter 2  

The second chapter will outline the methodology of this study. First, the philosophical standpoint 

and how this view will affect the research will be outlined and then an explanation of the design of 

the research and a description of the chosen method will follow. Thereafter, a presentation of the 

collected data and the reason behind the collection of it will be elaborated on. This chapter will end 

with a discussion of the reliability, validity, and generalization of this research.  

Methodology  

Philosophical view  

The American philosopher Thomas S. Kuhn was the first to introduce paradigms as a way of 

thinking. Kuhn argues that paradigms are incommensurable. In other words, one cannot integrate 

two paradigms in one research (Kuhn, 1962). This notion has over several decades created many 

debates, on social and behavioural science in regards to the superiority of the two major social science 

paradigms or models, which are positivism and constructivism (Tashakkori & Teddlie, 1998). The 

positivistic paradigm base its science on quantitative empirical research. The ontological position is 

that there is only one truth which is an objective reality, that exists independently of human 

perception. Epistemology, believe that researchers and their research is independent, hence the 

researcher can not influence the research or get influenced by it. This contradicts with the 

constructivist paradigm, which ontologically speaking, believe there are multiple realities and truths, 

based on the researchers’ construction of reality. Society constructs what the truth is, which is why 

the truth is constantly changing. Opposite to the epistemological standpoint of positivism, 

constructivism believes that the researcher and the research are linked together, the findings are, 

therefore, coloured or influenced by the researcher and the context of the situation (Berger and 

Luckmann, 1966; Guba and Lincoln, 1994).  

The challenge when doing research lies in confessing to an ontology and an epistemology and then 

being aware of the implications this can inflict on the study. In the philosophical study, there exist 

two aspects that have a fundamental influence on methodology. These two aspects are respectively 

the ontology and the epistemology one confesses to. Both aspects are a teaching though epistemology 

is the doctrine or theory of knowing, while the ontology is the science of being. Thus, epistemology 
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touches upon the recognition method which is used in the philosophical study (Nygaard, 2012). 

Positivism challenges the method of the qualitative paradigm, as qualitative data can be hard or nearly 

impossible to replicate, which in their view makes it unscientific. On the other hand, basing research 

solely on quantitative data limits the researchers’ in-depth understanding and knowledge on the 

matter (Groleau, Pluye, Nadeau, 2007). However, we believe that by basing our study on both 

qualitative and quantitative methods, we strengthen our data and thereby the result of this study. 

Accordingly, this study takes its departure in the pragmatic paradigm. In pragmatism the ontology 

and epistemology are based on the fact that there is no single way of learning, there is, however, 

many different ways of understanding, due to their belief that there is not only one but multiple 

realities (Saunders, 2012). Therefore, when choosing to use mixed-method in this thesis, we ought to 

understand that the problem area is not solely from a father’s perspective, but his perspective in 

relation to mothers and businesses.  

  

The pragmatic paradigm does not commit to either qualitative or quantitative data collection. By 

viewing the world from a pragmatic standpoint, researchers do not commit to any system of 

philosophy and reality. Instead, the researcher believes that truth is what works at the time and that 

they have the freedom to choose which methods, techniques, and procedures that best meet their 

needs and purposes (Creswell, 2013). This paradigm is a problem-oriented philosophy, where the 

best research method does not rely solely on quantitative or qualitative data, but on which method 

that helps to answer the research question most effectively (Morgan & Creswell, 2000). As a 

pragmatic researcher you, therefore, study both the what with quantitative methods and the why with 

the use of qualitative methods (Creswell, 2013). In this study, it was relevant to collect both qualitative 

and quantitative data, due to our interest in different aspects of the problem area. We aspired to get 

the in-depth knowledge of men/fathers and companies, but also to understand the overall trends 

and beliefs of mothers and fathers in Denmark, which required the use of the mixed methods. Thus, 

the methodology of this research will be based on pragmatism. 

 

There is a general understanding, that pragmatists agree that knowledge is socially constructed, thus 

one could argue that knowledge cannot be completely distant from experience, culture, beliefs, etc. 

(Morgan, 2014). Consequently, the knowledge we gain from this study is to some extent coloured by 

our own experiences and interpretation of our collected data. 
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Research design 

There are many ways in which researchers can design their study within the mixed-methods method. 

The three most common are; convergent parallel, explanatory sequential, and exploratory sequential. 

A convergent parallel is a design where researchers use both qualitative and quantitative methods in 

parallel to each other to compare or relate data. Explanatory sequential is a design where researchers 

start with collecting quantitative data and then follow up with qualitative data, this can be used to 

explain a certain matter, e.g. your quantitative data show that fathers in Copenhagen work less than 

fathers in Stockholm. In order to understand this notion, you follow up with in-depth interviews to 

reach an explanation of why fathers in Copenhagen work less than fathers in Stockholm. The last 

design is the exploratory sequential, which is the opposite of the explanatory. This design starts with 

collecting qualitative data, e.g. in-depth interviews with open-ended questions. The information 

gained from the interview gives the researcher an idea of what needs to be researched and the 

researcher will thus build the quantitative data based upon this knowledge (Creswell, 2014). As this 

study aims to explore whether there is unexplored potential in fathers within children’s’ brands, the 

design of this research follows the exploratory sequence design.  

Research method  

As stated above, this study will base its research on both qualitative and quantitative data. The mixed-

method is also referred to as triangulation since more than two methods are used in the research. 

Cohen and Manion (2000) define triangulation as an “attempt to map out, or explain more fully, the 

richness and complexity of human behaviour by studying it from more than one standpoint”. This 

definition relates to the pragmatism paradigm, as pragmatics tend to use more than one method in 

order to study the subject of matter from more than one view (Morgan & Creswell, 2000).   

 

The literature describes four different types of triangulation; data triangulation, investigator 

triangulation, theory triangulation, and methodological triangulation. This study will focus on 

methodological triangulation, which involves using more than one method to gather information 

(Denzin, 2006). By using more than one method in research, a researcher will be able to verify results 

from two or more sources, which will then strengthen both the validity and reliability of the study's 

results (Given, 2008).  
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With this in mind, using triangulation in this research will not only strengthen the gathered data but 

also provide the study with knowledge and information from more than one standpoint.  

Subset 

To provide a better overview of what has been discussed above, a visual overview has been created. 

 
Figure 1: Research overview 

 

The philosophical standpoint of this research is pragmatism, we therefore believe that this research 

to some extent is coloured by our own experiences and interpretation. As pragmatics, we believe that 

the truth is what works at the time and that we are not subjugated to either a clear-cut qualitative or 

quantitative research, but instead free to choose methods, techniques, and procedure that best meets 

our needs and purpose. Thus, the research method used in this study is triangulation and the design 

is explorative.  

The following sections will provide information on the process of how and why our data was 

collected.  

Data collection  

The data collected in this thesis consist both of primary and secondary data. The primary data is 

collected in order to get more data for the specific research problem, by using a research design that 

fits the problem best. The newly collected data is then added into the data which has already been 

collected. The pre-collected data is what we call secondary data. This is data that has already been 

created by other researchers. Hence, it has not been collected to answer the researchers’ specific 

research area (Hox & Boeije, 2005).   

By using pre-existing datasets, we optimise our use of time in collecting our data  and while doing 

so, we gain knowledge and historical perspective in the field as a whole. However, as researchers, we 
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must take into consideration how pre-existing datasets have been collected before we make use of 

them ourselves (Matthews & Ross, 2010).  

Below is a visual overview of the collected primary and secondary data.  

 
Tabel 2: Overview over primary and secondary data 

Primary data 

As the above section presents, the primary data consists of both in-depth interviews and surveys. We 

gathered two types of in-depth interviews, one was with eight fathers who had a minimum of one 

child at home under the age of seven and the other was with two brand managers of children’s brands 

in Denmark. Moreover, we have created two surveys. One which was aimed at mothers of children 

under seven and the other which was aimed at fathers with children under seven.  

Secondary data  

Our secondary data consist primarily of previous research and theories on consumer behaviour, 

family constellations and in general scientific articles on fathers in Denmark. These are found and 

collected through the Copenhagen Business School’s database or google scholar. Concerning google 

scholar, we have been cautious regarding the validity of content and therefore we have focused on 

Primary data Secondary data

Interviews
• 8 fathers
• 2 Professionals

Surveys
• 53 Fathers
• 97 Mothers 

Previous studies

Statistics
• Euromonitor
• Statistics Denmark

• Household purchasing
• Behaviour
• Household roles
• Male/Female shopping 

patterns
• Family constellations 

Literature

Purpose• Explore fathers as 
consumers for their children

• Understand professionals
perspective on this area

• Support findings from our 
interviews with quan data

• Present previous studies
• Relate previous studies to 

new studies
• Support our primary data

Purpose
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articles with a high citation rate. Furthermore, we have used Stastisic Denmark (www.dst.dk) to 

collect information on how many children there are in Denmark between the ages of 0-7 years.  

Purpose of the gathered data  

The overall reason for the interviews were to explore the subject of fathers as consumers in 

connection to their children, seen both from the company's point of view and the fathers’. The 

purpose of our secondary data, was to outline the historical changes there have been throughout the 

years and furthermore, to support our primary data. The quantitative data, was, on the other hand, 

collected to gain a measure of whether or not the qualitative data can be seen through society. 

Interviews, fathers 

The fathers were the first group we contacted and interviewed. The reason for this was that we 

wanted to hear their thoughts on purchasing products for their children, as this thesis revolves around 

the father’s involvement in the purchasing process. We wanted to examine if the fathers were at all 

interested in shopping for their children or if they were in any way involved or had any opinion on 

the products which were bought for their children. The reason why we wanted to do this examination 

was to figure out if companies or brands, in general, should market their products to male parents. 

Consequently, we found fathers to be the most crucial part of this data collection and thesis. 

Accordingly, the purpose of the interview was to explore the father’s view on this subject and to 

learn more about how they are involved.  

Interviews, professionals 

The interviews with the representatives from the chosen companies were compiled to gain an 

industry perspective on the subject of matter. The industry perspective was relevant, as we were 

interested in knowing who the various companies market to, when where, and why. We found that the 

why was especially relevant in our case since it might reveal the thoughts on e.g. why fathers were not 

a focus area. Hence, the chosen method for this was interviews, as interviews help provide an 

understanding and in-depth knowledge on a given matter.  
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Quantitative survey, fathers 

As stated above, our survey was created in order to examine whether or not fathers, in general, share 

the same opinions, thoughts, and behaviours as the fathers in our interview. The survey would 

therefore not only strengthen the validity of our interviews but also provide further knowledge on 

whether there is a common consensus in the Danish society on the subject of matter. The purpose 

of the survey was therefore to supplement the knowledge gained from the interviews and by doing 

so strengthen our results. 

Quantitative survey, mothers   

In the interviews as well as the survey directed at the fathers, we asked the fathers whether or not 

they felt like they had been exploited to advertisement regarding children’s brands. The point of this 

question was to figure out if children’s brands already advertise to fathers and whether or not the 

fathers are part of the overall target group. However, the results from the fathers alone do not provide 

strong enough evidence on how marketers focus their marketing today. The fathers might say and 

feel as if they have not been exploited to advertisement from children’s brands and this might be true 

however, there was also the possibility that children brands, in general, avoid advertising to all parents 

or for the brands to just market less than other non-children brands. Nevertheless, the idea was that 

if we directed the same question to the mothers, we could then compare the two segments to each 

other and thereby conclude whether brands in general focus on mothers, on fathers, on both or none 

of the mentioned segments.  

Presentation of the interviewees and the selection process  

As we have both interviewed fathers and the company’s representatives, this section will be split into 

two. First, we will present the fathers and how they were selected, then we will present the 

representatives and the selection process of them.  

Selection of fathers 

The fathers were solely selected based on them having at least one child between the ages of 0-7 

years old. Furthermore, we also made sure they were located and currently living in Denmark. They 

were recruited from our social groups and by posts on our social media sites and public groups for 
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fathers. As this was an exploratory interview, we did not want to set too many criteria and thus we 

were interested in every type of father. Accordingly, the nine interviewees all had different educational 

backgrounds, different social cultural backgrounds, various amount of children, and different 

relationship statuses. Below, is a presentation of the interviewees.    

Name Age Number of Children Age of the Children Lives with the mother 

Tobias 42 3 15, 7 and 5 Partial 

Marc C 38 2 5 and 13 Yes 

Jens 33 1 3 Yes 

Alper 32 2 13 and 1,5 Yes 

Marc J 43 1 4,5 No 

Morten 31 1 1,5 Yes 

Martin 31 1 1 Yes 

Mohamed 32 1 2 Yes 

Tabel 3: Overview over the interviewed fathers 

Professionals 

To gain the professional perspective on advertising and fathers, we reached out to ten children’s 

brands and companies (Konges sløjd, STOKKE, Mattel (Barbie), Mattel (Hot Wheels), Molo, 

BabySam, Kærebørn, Ønskebørn, Tinderbox, Salling (Fætter BR), Lego). We managed to arrange 

interviews with four brands, Konges sløjd, Barbie, Hot Wheels, and Molo. Some of the brands which 

we contacted did not reply, some rejected and two interviews got cancelled due to the outbreak of 

Covid-19. Hence, the selection was not determined on any other criteria than being a brand who 

offered/sold products aimed for the consumption of children. Beneath is a presentation of the 

interviewees for the two professional-interviews: 
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Name Titel Brand 

Emilie Eberhardt Brand Manager and Interim CEO Konges sløjd 

Rikke Jepsen Product & Marketing Director MOLO 

Tabel 4:Overview over the interviewed professionals 

 

The biggest question regarding both the interviews with fathers and the professionals was, how do 

we know when to stop? Kvale (2007) discuss this matter, as too few interviews might not be 

representative and too many may be difficult and time-consuming to analyse.  

In relation to the fathers, we followed the rule on stopping the interviews when we reached the point 

of saturation. Meaning, that every new interview we made, did not provide us with any more new 

information (Kvale, 2007). As for the professional interviews, we had two more interviews planned 

however, as mentioned, due to Covid-19 the brands cancelled last minute. Consequently, we had to 

stop after only two interviews. 

Interview Scripts 

Interviews are one of the major methods used in qualitative research. Kvale (2007) refers to 

interviews as “a conversation that has structure and a purpose determined by one party – the interviewer” (Kvale, 

2007, pp. 7). Kvale (2007) argues that there are different ways for which the interview can be set up, 

one of which is the semi-structured interview, where the conversation is not fully structured yet still 

follows a purpose. Usually, the researcher will then prepare the interview with a script of topics that 

needs to be covered and the outline of this script depends on whether or not you as a researcher 

choose a semi or fully structured guide (Kvale, 2007). 

 

As our interview was explorative, we chose to structure our questions more loosely. Our interview 

guide, therefore, followed a semi-structured script with relevant topics and some questions that were 

not necessarily asked in the same order as the script suggests. This gave us, as researchers the ability 

to give the interviewees freedom to form the conversation and thus possibly, lead us in a direction 

which we perhaps might not have thought of adding as a topic in the first place. Lastly, although this 

freedom gave us a lot of great input, it is also worth mentioning that it also made it far more difficult 

to analyse. 
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The interviews with the fathers were more casual than the interviews with the company 

representatives. We opened the interviews with casual questions on who they were and we asked 

them to tell us something about their children. Then we followed up with a topic on the overall roles 

in the home and then we slowly moved towards the most relevant aspect, which was their 

involvement when it comes to consumption for their child/children. Since it was in our interest to 

talk to fathers who would be comfortable with sharing private information on their household and 

everyday lives, we chose our words deliberately. We did not want this to be an uncomfortable 

situation for them because of us using confusing terms or due to us not interacting with them enough 

when they spoke about their children. We referred to their children by their first names in order to 

build up a relationship and make them feel like we were listening to what they were saying. Kvale 

(2007) refers to this as setting the scene. The scenes, however, were not set the same way with the 

fathers as with the professionals. The professionals both have a background in marketing and 

understand terms such as target groups, segmentation, strategies, etc. Hence, the language was more 

academic and the scenes were more professional, though still following a semi-structured script, as 

we followed the direction, in which the conversation would guide us. 

  

Kvale (2007) argues for the importance of ethicality, confidentiality, and informed consent, all of 

which we followed strictly. Accordingly, before each interview, we introduced ourselves and 

informed the interviewees on what would go on, what the interview would be used for, who would 

potentially get access to the information and lastly, they were asked to give their consent for us to 

record the interview as well as for us to use the interview for our thesis.  

Both interview scripts are listed under appendix 1 and 2. 

Interview process, transcription and coding 

Kvale (2007, p. 93) argues that “transcripts are impoverished decontextualized rendering of interview conversation”. 

It is the transformation from the live face-to-face interview to a written paper, which structures the 

interview in a form open for closer analysis. 

 

All the interviews were, as mentioned, recorded and these audio-records were thereafter transcribed 

and coded. By doing it this way, our interviews undergo two abstractions, the first is when the 
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interview is recorded, as recordings do not show body language such as posture and gesture of the 

interviewee and the second is when the recordings are transcribed, as the written transcription of the 

interviews does not show the tone of voice, intonation, gasps etc. (Kvale, 2007, P. 95). 

  

There is no standard way on how to transcribe interviews, however some choices need to be made. 

The transcripts of the interview in this study were made only with the purpose of using phrases and 

citations directly from the interviewees in the analysis. By including the transcripts in the appendix 

and referring to these, instead of the uploaded recorded-files, the reader is provided with an option 

to simply scroll down and find the phrase which will then be highlighted. Consequently, the 

interviews are not transcribed fully. We chose not to include pauses, words such as hmm and we 

excluded long answers that were not relevant. This was e.g. when our first interviewee talked a few 

minutes about his wife’s son, who was diagnosed with an illness, as this story was not related to our 

research, we chose to not include it in the transcript. Many of the interviews took a turn in some 

unrelated matters at some point, this may be explained by the choice of the semi-structured interview. 

 

Nonetheless, we believed that analysing the interviews directly from the audio-recording would 

strengthen the analysis, as the analysis would only undergo one abstraction by analysing it from the 

audio-recording and not from the transcribed interviews. Therefore, the analysis gained from the 

interview, is analysed with the consideration of tone of voice, intonations, and gasps. 

 

For many researchers, the long hours of audio-recordings and hundreds of pages of transcripts may 

derive a weakened overview to analyse and construct the meanings of the interviews. Thus, different 

types of ways of analysing the collected data exists. There is, however, no standard way of gaining a 

deeper understanding or meaning of the collected interviews (Kvale, 2017, p. 103). 

 

By coding the interviews, we categorised and conceptualised the data and thereby created an overview 

of the gathered data (Strauss and Corbin, 1990; Kvale, 2007, p. 105). Inspired by coding styles in 

grounded theory and content analysis, we have chosen to code our interviews with inspiration from 

the ‘open coding’ mode and content analysis. To gain an overview of our interviews, we created 

themes that each interview touches upon, this may be roles within the household or involvement in 

the process of purchase. We formulated these themes into questions such as roles in the household and 
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how is the father involved in the purchasing process with options to what the father may answer to these 

questions in the interview. We then each separately listened to all the audio-recordings and answered 

all of the themes, seen from the perspective of the fathers. 

To exemplify this procedure, during the interview, we asked all of the fathers on e.g. how the 

household roles are in their family. The interviewees gave us some long explanations and in order to 

quantify and categorize them, we simply coded the answers by categorising them into the father does 

most, the mother does most or they are equally responsible. So after listening to each interview, we coded each 

long phrase from the fathers. Beneath is an example of the coding theme from the interviews, it 

shows that only one interviewee answered that the father does more in the household than the 

mother does, two shows that the mother does more than the father does, and five shows that the 

household chores are equally split between the two.   

 
Figure 2: Codings, Appendix 14 

 

This type of coding is very dependent on how the researcher chooses to interpret the long phrases 

and descriptions by the fathers. Therefore, in order to assure that both researchers have the same 

understanding and meaning from the interview, we sat separately and coded each interview. 

Subsequently, we compared the results to make sure that both had interpreted the interview in the 

same way. The results were alike, which may be due to the fact that the father's answers were clear 

and precise or that we both attended all the interviews and therefore, had the same understanding of 

the outcome of the interviews. Hence our perception might have been influenced beforehand.    

 

We have used the program ‘google forms’ to make the process of coding more user-friendly. Google-

forms also provide a graphical option that eases the interpretation of results, for the reader (the above 

table of household roles, show how the program visualises the results). 

1
2

5

FATHERS	DO	MOST MOTHER	DO	MOST SHARED	AMONG	THE	PARTNERS

The distribution of  roles in the home
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Questionnaire design 

There is no one specific way to design a questionnaire, researchers need to make decisions on which 

design will suit their research best (Krosnick, 2018). Our survey which was aimed at fathers was built 

upon results gained from the interviews and it was made in order to examine the information 

gathered from our interviews. The survey which was aimed at mothers was created to get a basis of 

comparison between mother’s and father’s views on how much marketing/ advertisement each 

group is exposed to. Thus, the survey created for the mothers was kept short and it only included 

two marketing related questions which were formulated exactly as the question regarding marketing 

was formulated for the fathers.  

 

Our two surveys are technically only one survey that is split into two. The first question is “Are you a 

mom or a dad to minimum one child under the age of 7” For this question the interviewees had three options 

available:  

1.  Yes, I am a mom with at least one child under 7 

2.  Yes, I am a father with at least one child under 7 

3.  I am not a mom or a dad to at least one child under 7 

The first option would lead mothers directly to the two questions aimed at them. The second option 

would lead the fathers directly to the survey created for them, while the third option was written to 

assure that no one other than people within our segment could answer. Therefore, if accidentally 

someone accessed this survey without first reading what the survey was about or who it was aimed 

at, they would click on the third option, which would lead them directly to the end of the survey, 

which would be a “Thank you for your time…” section.   

  

The first decision we as researchers had to make was the choice of language. Though this thesis is 

written in English, we are researching Danish men and women who most likely all would speak 

Danish. Therefore, to make it easier on our respondents and ultimately get as many responses as 

possible, we created the survey in Danish, with carefully formulated questions and choices of words. 

By making the questionnaire easy and understandable we reduced the misinterpretation which could 

potentially result in false results. To exemplify, we have a question where fathers had to rate the 

importance of different categories from 1-5. By not specifying that 1 is the lowest important and 5 
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is highest, some respondents may answer it with an understanding of 1 being the best and therefore 

the highest and not the other way around, leaving us with a false result (Krosnick, 2018). 

 

When designing the survey, we had the option of choosing between open or closed questions. Open 

questions do not offer the respondents any option on what to answer, whereas closed questions 

require respondents to answer from a set of choices. Open questions provide the research with a 

more precise answer and it may broaden the perspective of the research, since the respondent may 

answer with something, that is not already included as a "choice of an answer" (Krosnick, 2018). 

Therefore, this survey only consists of closed questions. However, most questions are provided with 

an ‘I don’t know’ choice, to minimise answers where respondents choose an option that might not be 

the correct answer, but a forced answer as they do not have any other options. 

  

Before the questionnaire was sent out to any respondents, we gathered a group of “testers”. This was 

a way for us to assure that the questionnaire was understandable and whether or not it contained 

technical errors. The group consisted of five fathers within our network, who each had to answer the 

questionnaire on different devices and then provide us with feedback. We then afterwards optimised 

our questionnaire and tested it again with the same test group, before it was sent out to the public. 

Location and spread strategy 

We used social media to send out the survey in order to reach a quick and high spread. It was initially 

shared on our private page with an encouraging text for others within our network to share the post 

as well. However, the result was that only two per cent of the respondents who had answered the 

survey were fathers and the rest were mothers. Whether women, in general, are easier to reach or if 

the fact that we are two women doing the research has impacted the results, is unknown. However, 

the result of the survey forced us to change strategy in order to reach a higher number of fathers. 

Therefore, we began sending the survey out privately to fathers within our network and fathers we 

found in groups. Yet, it did not provide us with enough male respondents. Finally, we got into contact 

with a person who is working at a hotel office with access to internal emails to every employee which 

meant that we could send the survey out through a much broader audience. This ultimately helped 

us in reaching out to more fathers, however, we did not manage to reach our goal of male 

respondents.  
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We reached out to 52 fathers and 97 mothers, our target goal of respondents to reach was a minimum 

of 96 mothers and 96 fathers. The target goal is based on statistical calculations, on how many 

respondents would best represent the actual amount of mothers and fathers in Copenhagen. In order 

to calculate this equation, we first investigated the numbers of mothers and fathers in Copenhagen 

with children under 7, this information was however not available. We, therefore, used 

www.danmarksstatistik.dk to collect numbers on how many children there are, in Copenhagen under 

the age of 7 (Statistik Banken, 2020a).  

 

We found that in 2016 there were 51.650 children under the age of 7, thus to find the approximate 

number of mothers, we divided 51.650 with the birth rate of Danish women in 2016. The birth rate 

was 1,79 in 2016 which ultimately, led us to the below-presented equation to find our population 

number (Statistik Banken, 2020; Persson, 2018):  

51.650/1,79 = 28.855 

 

This resulted in 28.855 mothers, and therefore, approximately, also the same number of fathers in 

Copenhagen. We are aware that there might be shortcomings with these calculations, as one parent 

can have a child under the age of seven and one over the age of seven, making the chosen birth rate 

inaccurate. Furthermore, the fact that one mother can have children with two different fathers also 

is misrepresented. However, due to lack of information and statistics on this specific area, we were 

limited to prove it in other ways.  

  

Israel (1992) provides an equation to determine the sample size, in relation to the precision and 

confidence level. The number of how many people to question depends on how precise and 

confident you aim to be. The higher the margin chosen, the higher variety of preciseness you will get. 

Moreover, the higher the confidence level you choose, the higher chance you have of reaching the 

same result each time you run the same questionnaire.   

The margin of error chosen for our questionnaire is set to 10 per cent, this means that, if 50 per cent 

claim they have not been exposed to marketing, it generally means that the number throughout 

society would vary from 40-60 per cent. The confidence level chosen is 95 per cent, meaning if this 

survey were to be run again, it holds a 95 per cent chance of the same result appearing again. 
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However, as we only reached 53 fathers, the level of confidence was reduced from 95 per cent to 85 

per cent, whereas the level of confidence for mothers remains at 95 per cent (Calculator, 2020).  

Presentation of the respondents in the survey  

The previous section provided the information on the number of fathers who responded to our 

survey, this section will give the overall information on the demographics of the respondents.  

According to Statistic Denmark, the average age of first-time fathers is 31,5 years (Statistikbanken, 

2020b). This correlates with our survey, 

as 50,9 per cent fathers were between 26-

33 years and 26,4 per cent was between 

34-41 years. Only 11,3 per cent were 

between the ages of 42-29 years old and 

only one father was above 50 years old. 

In relation to how many children our 

responders have, it is clear that most 

fathers either has one or two children. 

Only 5,7 per cent of fathers have four 

children and 7,5 per cent of fathers have 

three children. If we sum up all of the 

children of the respondents, there are 96 

children in total. This gives us an average 

of 1,8 child per father. A number that is 

very close to the above-mentioned birth 

rate of 1,79. We are aware that there is no 

such thing as a birth rate for fathers, 

however, if mothers birth rate is 1,79 per 

mother, the average number of children in 

a household must be around the same amount.  

Statistic Denmark has published a report on Danish households, in which they found that families 

with children are divided into 37 types of families. These are defined by the adult's connection to the 

children and their partner with whom they share their address. In this report, they have found that 

0%
9%

51%
27%

11%
2%

How old are you?
53 answers

Under 18 years 18-25 years 26-33 years

34-41 years 42-49 years 50+

Figure 4: Age of respondents, Appendix 13 

38%

49%

7% 6%

How many children do you have?
53 answers

1 2 3 4 5+

Figure 3: Number of children, Appendix 13 
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there is only 56 per cent of families that consist of partners with common children who live at home 

(the traditional family constellation). The other 44 per cent of family types are either single mothers, 

fathers or other ‘non-traditional’ family constellations (Børnebogen, 2008).  

Our respondents are mainly fathers living 

with the mother of their child/children. 17 

per cent does not live with the mother of 

their child/children. However, this does 

not mean that 83 per cent of our 

respondents represent the traditional 

family constellation, as fathers may live 

with a woman who has a child from 

another relationship, and now also have a 

child with him (or the other way around). Thus, this does not give us a clear understanding of whether 

there is a difference in how fathers act in relation to which family constellation they have, it does, 

however, present a picture of the fact, that not every father lives with a woman, and thereby their 

responsibilities can vary from fathers who live with their partner.  

Reliability, validity, and generalisation      

Is this study reliable? Would a similar result occur if another researcher had done it or if different 

methods had been used? The following section will discuss the authenticity of this research and its 

reliability, validity, and generalisation.  

Reliability and validity 

Reliability and validity are strongly associated with the positivistic paradigm and has been questioned 

by those who favour qualitative research (Denzin and Lincoln, 1998). The reliability relates to the 

probability that the results of this research, will be identical or similar if this research were to be 

conducted again and the validity refers to the concept of whether the research studies what it is 

intended to study (Hartas, 2010; Bush, 2007). By considering this interpretation, qualitative research 

will score low in both reliability and validity. This is because research solely depending on qualitative 

data, such as interviews, are hard to replicate and to validate. Seen from a positivistic approach, 

research is not possible or valid as research if it does not result in numbers (Kvale, 2007, p. 122).  

Yes
83%

No
17%

Are you currently living with the mother 
of  minimum one of  your children?

53 answers

Yes No

Figure 5: Living situation, Appendix 13 
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In qualitative research, however, the way in which researchers verify its reliability and the validity is 

to simply ask the question, what makes the research reliable and valid? (Kvale, 2007) 

 

Hartas (2010) refer to reliability as the consistency and stability of measurement and whether the 

study is replicable. As we have argued above, this is challenging in interviews, and especially in 

relation to a semi-structured interview. This is due to the fact that it is hard to measure something 

that does not always take the same direction and where every question is not asked in the same way, 

at the same time etc. Meaning that each interview may or may not start and end in the same place.  

 

Kvale (2007) provides tools in order for researchers to strengthen the reliability of the research. This 

is among others, the way we formulated our questions to avoid leading questions, our carefully 

chosen choice of words, in order to let the interviewee interpret the question as to how they wanted. 

Further, we came prepared with a semi-structured interview guide, which allowed the interviewee to 

speak widely but still made it possible for us, to refer back to everything we wanted to have answered. 

All of the questions we had were answered, which made it possible for us to measure the consistency 

in all of the answers and thereby conclude that we had reached a point of saturation (Kvale, 2007).  

  

Further, we were attentive in transcribing and analysing the interviews. Transcription of interviews 

are interpretations constructed, however, oral language and written language have their own set of 

rules, therefore each researcher may interpret the interviews differently when it transforms from oral 

language to written language. In order to assure the researcher shares the same understanding and 

interprets the interviews, in the same way, each researcher coded the interview separately, and 

thereafter both coding sheets were compared. 

 

Our biggest concern concerning the validity of the interviews was the influence of bias’. In relation 

to the interviews with fathers, the fact that we are women might influence the way in which the men 

respond to each question. Men might feel the need to ‘show off’ as caring and loving in front of 

women, whereas if the interviewer was a man, the men might feel the need to “show of” as the one 

being in charge. However, by making the interviews anonymous for fathers, it might be possible for 

us to reduce the bias’ and thereby motivate fathers to answer honestly.  
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In relation to the interviews with the professionals, we knew beforehand that some companies might 

have a privacy policy, that the managers have to follow when presenting their brand and thus also in 

these interviews, there might be shortcomings or hidden opinions.  

 

Nevertheless, It is still argued that basing research solely on interviews, can have low reliability, with 

little or no tool to measure whether or not the results are replicable (Bush, 2007). Therefore, in order 

to strengthen and validate the research, qualitative researchers may take the triangulation method in 

use (Kvale, 2007). In this study, we created a questionnaire as a way of strengthening our qualitative 

data. Contrary to the interviews, the surveys are somewhat less challenging to replicate, as it both 

provides consistency and it is more stable in relation to measurement. Therefore, by combining the 

two methods, we strengthen the research reliability, by strengthening the validness of the research.   

Generalisation 

The opportunity to generalise in qualitative research is rather limited, especially if you are using a 

small sample size (Smith, 2018). Hence, our interviews of eight men may be great data on the 

understanding of how and why they are a part of the process of buying items for their children, 

however, if we want to argue that the results gained from the eight men, also represents the 

approximately 28.855 fathers living in Copenhagen, our argument may be perceived weak. The larger 

the sample size, the stronger the argument in presenting your results as the general within the 

population (Smith, 2018). The opportunity to generalise is, therefore, larger in quantitative studies, 

as it is both quicker and cheaper to e.g. send out a survey for +100 people, compared to interviewing 

+100 people. Thus, reaching a larger sample group to represent your population, allows the 

researcher to generalise his or her results, so it fits the researched population (Smith, 2018). 

  

Within qualitative research, the term transferable is used, as generalisation becomes the question of 

whether the results are primarily of local interest, or if they may be transferable to other subjects or 

situations (Kvale, 2007: 126). However, the pragmatic approach for qualitative studies to assess 

generalisability is, among others, the use of triangulation (Zuidgeest, Groenwold, Irving, Thiel, 

Grobbee, and Package, 2017). By expanding our research from qualitative research to also 

quantitative, we have the opportunity to aim for results that can be generalised within the population. 

We, therefore, argue, that the results of this study are statistically representative within the chosen 
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population. Please take a look at the section ‘Location and spread strategy’ for the calculation of the 

population, confidence level, and precision. 

Chapter 3 

The third chapter will attempt to explain the concept of consumer behaviour, decision-making styles 

and marketing. It serves the purpose of enlightening the purchasing process and the direct as well as 

the indirect influences that the individual consumer might be implicated with during this process. 

The definition as well as a deeper understanding of what consumer behaviour is is crucial in order 

for us to fully understand the process each consumer goes through when purchasing a product or a 

service. The aim of this section is, in the end, to get a first-hand insight into models and theories on 

how consumers ultimately make purchasing decisions, what kind of roles a person may have and the 

influence marketing has on this person. The theories and models explained in this section will be 

applied as a framework for our analysis. 

Theoretical framework 

The understanding of how humans behave has been studied for many years (Ribeaux & Poppleton, 

1978). By understanding the behaviour of humans, marketers might understand what triggers the 

consumers. Thus, the theory on behaviourism and consumer behaviour in this study are relevant to 

include an understanding of the processes customers go through when purchasing a product or a 

service. What stimulates them? and why? Are some of the questions which will be enlightened. 

The study of behaviourism 

At the beginning of the 20th century, John Watson published a study regarding learned behaviour. 

This study involved teaching an individual to fear otherwise non-threatening items. The study proved 

that certain behaviours can be taught and thus learned through external events. The study was 

revolutionary at the time and became the starting point of many new approaches (Watson & Rayner, 

1920). This study is still relevant for marketers today since it helps give an impression on what 

stimulates individuals and thus it can be exploited for marketing purposes.  

Raven and Johnson (1989: 1119), describes the way an organism responds to stimulation as what 

defines the term behaviour. This definition can be said to still hold water today, but while the classical 
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behaviourism explained by John Watson did not accept internal states, radical behaviourism firstly 

presented by Burrhus Skinner, acknowledged both external as well as internal states of behaviour 

(Skinner,1976: 57). Hence all things that individuals feel or do is here considered a person’s behaviour 

(Bray, 2008: 5). 

The overall difference between Watson’s classical behaviourism approach and Skinner’s radical 

behaviourism is the acknowledgement of internal factors’ importance. Watson did not accept nor 

thought of mental life or internal factors such as feeling as contributing factors in an individual’s 

behaviour (Sternberg, 1996). Although Skinner’s radical behaviourism did acknowledge internal 

factors, it still regarded them as epiphenomenal, hence the importance of internal factors never 

stopped being discussed and therefore, later on, evolved into a new branch of study known as 

cognitive behaviourism (Bray, 2008: 5). 

”(…) the cognitive approach ascribes observed action (behaviour) to intrapersonal cognition” (Bray, 

2008: 6, l. 8-9). The cognitive approach believes the individual to be an information processor who 

takes all perspectives into account (Ribeaux & Poppleton, 1978). This notion clearly challenges early 

behaviourism which is much more hesitant in this regard nevertheless, the important and powerful 

role of the environmental and the social experience is still recognized. 

Marketer’s usage of Behaviourism 

In the studies of behaviourism, it is defined that the behaviour of an individual is how the organism 

responds to stimulation (Raven and Johnson, 1989). As mentioned, by understanding what stimulates 

the organism to a certain behaviour, marketers can more effectively direct their communication to 

the consumer and thereby stimulate the consumer into buying their product.  

  

The Stimulus->Organism->Response model (S-O-R) explains the process that consumers go 

through when they make a purchasing decision. The model proposes a direct connection between 

the three various stages. The first stage ‘stimulus’ represents the environmental and social stimuli 

which both act as an external antecedent to the ‘organism’ where the organism represents the 

individual (Bray, 2008: 7). The response stage represents the reaction of the individual, referring to 

the consumers’ decision-making. It is important to stress that this model relies completely on the fact 

that the consumer is inactive and thus unprepared (Eysenck & Keane, 2000). The S-O-R model of 

decision-making does a very fine job of explaining the overall process an individual goes through in 
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the most spontaneous purchasing situations, however, the lack of acknowledgement of past 

experiences and the influence those experiences can have on the response can be argued to be 

neglected (Bray, 2008). 

  

The overall process an individual goes through in purchasing situations is in other words, consumer 

behaviour. Schiffman et al. (2012: 2) defines the consumer behaviour as the behaviour that 

consumers present when they search for, purchase, use, evaluate and dispose of products and services 

that they expect will help satisfy their needs. The processes that take place from when a consumer 

first starts to recognise a need for something until the actual purchase decision can be very complex. 

The consumer has to figure out what product or service they want to buy and thereafter questions 

such as why, when, where, and how, start to occur (Schiffman et al. 2008). Consumer behaviour can 

according to Rani (2014), likewise seek to explain consumer behaviour in the consumer’s selection, 

purchase, and consumption of products and services for the satisfaction of their wants and needs. 

Furthermore, Rani (2014) also argues that factors such as time, money and effort also comes into 

play when choosing which products or services to purchase. 

  

As opposed to the S-O-R model, the two definitions of consumer behaviour acknowledges past 

experiences, and the influence this experience can have on the response. Therefore, the consumer 

decision-making model can be used as an overall framework in order to understand each step of the 

process a consumer experience, when he/she purchases an item, with the consideration of past 

experiences and influences. 

The consumer decision-making model 

The consumer decision-making model or process is used by marketers to understand the reasons 

behind the consumers purchasing choices and is thus highly relevant (Shiffman et al. 2008). The 

model is developed in order to explain how a decision is made and what and who influences these 

decisions. This knowledge is crucial for marketers in order to develop a marketing strategy that is 

targeting the correct audience. 
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Figure 6: Kotler, 2013 

 

As shown above, the consumer decision-making model consists of five stages: need recognition, 

information search, evaluation of alternatives, purchase decision, and post-purchase behaviour 

(Schiffman et al. 2008). 

  

Need recognition 

The consumer decision-making model starts with the consumer recognising that they have a problem 

or a need. The need can be triggered by either internal or external stimuli. Internal needs can be needs 

such as hunger or thirst that when rises to a high enough level become a driver. External stimuli can 

be things such as advertisements or even conversations with other people. These external stimuli can 

help bring a need for things a person desires such for example as a car or a purse (Kotler 2013: 161). 

 

Studies have shown that the internal and external factors are two major elements that hold a powerful 

influence from the beginning of the decisions making process all the way to the end of the process. 

These two key factors are external and internal influencing factors (Hawkins and Motherbaugh, 

2013). The external influencing valuables that come into play are valuables such as culture, ethnicity, 

social class, household, advertising, etc. Internal variables are variables such as motivation, 

personality, and emotions. 

  

Information search 

The information search stage is the stage “in which the consumer is aroused to search for more information” 

(Kotler 2013: 162, l. 3-8). It is not always that a consumer will search for information. If the consumer 

is driven and the product is within reach, he or she is likely to buy it, but if this is not the case, the 

consumer may store the desire in memory or undertake an information search. The information 

search can be done in various ways. A consumer can either consciously or unconsciously pay more 

attention to the various advertisement, talk to family or friends, or search the internet, the possibilities 

are endless (Kotler 2013: 162). 
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Evaluation of alternatives 

At this stage, the buyer uses information in order to evaluate alternative brands. When evaluating 

alternatives, consumers can use careful calculations and logical thinking or they can buy on impulse 

and rely on intuition. The evaluation can either be made alone or alongside with friends or family. 

  

Purchase decision 

At this stage, the consumer makes the actual decision. Commonly, the consumer's purchase decision 

will be to buy the most preferred brand. There are two factors that can come between the purchase 

intention and decision. These are attitudes of others (this can be family and friends) and unexpected 

situational factors (this can be factors such as expected income, price, and product benefits). Shim 

(1996), suggests that the eight styles are merely essential sub-groups of three basic shopping traits: 

utilitarian, social/conspicuous, and undesirable orientations. Where perfectionism and price/ value 

consciousness represent a utilitarian orientation. Brand consciousness, novelty/ fashion 

consciousness, recreational shopping, and habitual/ brand-loyal represent an orientation with 

underlying social motivations for consumption. Lastly, the impulsive/ careless and confused by over 

choice styles represent an undesirable orientation. 

  

Post-purchase behaviour 

On this last stage, consumers take further action after the actual purchase. This action is based on 

consumer satisfaction or dissatisfaction with a product. In most cases, whether or not a customer is 

satisfied with a product depends if the customers’ expectations correspond to the actual product or 

service. If the product or service is of the standard that the customer expected, then the general 

response is positive. On the other hand, if the product or the service is not what the customer 

expected then the general outcome tends to be very negative resulting in a very unsatisfied customer. 

A satisfied customer will buy a product again, talk favourable to others about a company etc. where 

a dissatisfied customer will use bad word of mouth and damage consumer attitudes about a company. 

Relevance and critique of the consumer decision-making model in this study 

The consumer decision-making model is a great tool, in order to simplify and understand the step 

each consumer go through when they purchase a product or a service. However, it is important to 
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stress that the buying process starts long before the actual purchase and continues long after. Hence, 

it is important that the entire process is taken into account and not just the purchase decision only. 

The CDM suggests that when buying a product, each consumer pass through all five stages with 

every purchase but with more routine and everyday purchases, consumers will sometimes skip or 

reverse some of the stages. E.g. when a consumer buys the regular everyday toothpaste, he or she 

would probably recognise the need and skip right to the purchasing decision hence, ignoring search 

and evaluation. 

  

According to Robinson et al., (1967), there are three types of buying situations: straight rebuy, 

modified rebuy, and new task. The straight rebuy situation occurs when the purchase is a routine 

purchase, meaning when something is being bought over and over again from the same brand, 

supplier, etc. In a household, this could be the purchase of toothpaste. The modified rebuy situation 

happens when the buyer change or slightly modify the product to a given situation. This can be 

buying a different type of toothpaste than what is usually being bought. The reason for the modified 

purchase can vary. It can be for financial reasons or ease of procurement or something like external 

or internal environmental changes. The last situation is the new task situation. This situation arises 

when a product is purchased without any previous experience and when it is bought for the first 

time. In a household, this can be a mobile phone for a child that might not have had the need for a 

mobile phone before and thus the purchase is something completely new. In order for a situation to 

be a new task situation, a new item which has not previously been purchased before or a new 

circumstance is necessary though, so the phone cannot have been bought before. 

 

Most people belong to the group of creatures of habit (Ersche et al., 2017). This means that in the 

majority of situations we tend to repeat buy. For most purchases we make, we have typically bought 

from that category before. This usually means that we have bought from either the brand and store 

in question before or both. Whilst well-researched decisions do sometimes occur, the majority of 

brand and store choices rely on habit and convenience which for the most part drives our behaviour 

(Macdonald & Sharp, 2000). As stated above, most buying decisions are not very well-researched and 

thus do not possess very high involvement from the consumers’ side, but of course, there are 

exceptions to the rule and these exceptions are the high-involvement decisions. The circumstances 

that revolve around these decisions are examples such as when a customer buys from a category of 
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products for the first time. This can e.g. be when a first-time parent buys nappy for their baby. 

Another example can be when a consumer has an intense interest in the category of products. This 

can be when they are buying something for a hobby or again when a new parent is buying something 

for their new-born baby. The last example of high-involvement situations can be when the 

purchasing decisions can have substantial consequences. This can be when buying a present for an 

important event where it is really important that the receiver of the gift like the gift (Macdonald & 

Sharp, 2000). 

When discussing repeat buying and high-involved decisions, the easiest thing to do in order to create 

an overview is to distinguish categories where many or most consumers are highly involved. The rule 

of thumb is that there is a higher level of involvement when it comes to expensive purchases. 

Moreover, repeat buying is seen more with less expensive products. In relation to this paper, it means 

that parents are more likely to make a high-involvement decision on the more expensive children’s 

products and hence more repeat buying when it comes to the less expensive and more everyday 

purchases (Macdonald & Sharp, 2000). Although, research has shown that when it comes to some 

types of high-involvement decision-making, such as e.g. buying a car surprisingly consumers tend to 

only consider two brands where one of the brands typically is the one they have bought previously 

(Lambert-Pandraud et al., 2005). In connection to this deviating research, is the consumer decision-

making online. 

As mentioned above, every consumer constantly makes purchasing decisions and these decisions are 

often difficult due to the large number of alternatives presented to the consumer and a great deal of 

information available, such as advertisement, friends, and family (Payne, Bettman & Johnson, 1991). 

Due to this fact, the concepts contained in consumer decision-making and the relationships between 

them are complex (Milner & Rosenstreic, 2013: 4, 4-5). Hence, it is necessary to look for further 

implications than just external stimulations. 

In order to act rationally as the consumer decision-making model proposes, consumers to some 

extent need to be aware of all the consumption options which are available to them. They also need 

to be capable of correctly rating each alternative and then lastly, be capable of selecting the best 

choice (Schiffman et al. 2007). Simon Herbert (1997) on the other hand suggest, that there is not 

always a realistic account of human decision-making since consumers rarely have the necessary 

information to make the optimum decision. The motivation and time to make a ‘perfect’ decision 

are also not always present. The argument here is that humans are often influenced by social 
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relationships and values (ibid). Human beings are also described as seeking pleasing choices rather 

than ‘perfect’ choices as emphasised by Kahneman and Tversky’s prospect theory (Kahneman & 

Tversky, 1979: 263). Kahneman and Tversky also underline that when individuals are put in a risky 

situation, they tend to exhibit several persuasive effects which again can lead to imperfection and 

tainted decision making (ibid). Furthermore, the traditional behaviour in consumer decision-making 

approaches tends to neglect the emotional aspect in decision-making and rely entirely upon the 

assumption of the consumer, being a rational thinker (Nataraajan & Bagozzi, 1999: 637). 

  

Accordingly, although the consumer decision-making model does not necessarily represent the 

behaviour of every type of purchase, consumers on many occasion do not follow these five-steps 

chronologically or follow them at all. The CDM is illustrated because of its ability to show all the 

variables that arise when a consumer is in a new and intricate purchasing situation (Schiffman et al. 

2008). In our study, the model is useful as a framework to evaluate the fathers’ involvement in each 

step of the purchasing process. It presents a simplified overview of the steps that (in many cases) 

fathers or mothers go through when purchasing childrenswear. 

Buying center/decision-making unit 

A buying center or as it has other times been referred to, the decision-making unit, has previously 

been described by Robinson et al. (1967) as a group of people responsible for finalising major 

purchase decisions. This group of people can e.g. consist of either employees, family members, or 

any other type of organisation or group. Furthermore, Robinson et al. (1967) have later on stated 

that the buying center helps bring together all members of a given organisation (no matter what 

group). Moreover, it also helps everyone in the unit feel involved in the purchasing process. 
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Figure 7 Kotler & Pfoertsch (2005). B2B Brand Management 

 

The concept of buying center was first developed by Robinson, Faris, and Wind in 1967 and has 

since then been discussed and applied by several industries. McDonald et al. (2000) believe that by 

identifying and influencing all individuals involved in the buying center one creates the best condition 

for optimum sale. Hence, in order to obtain the best possible sales outcome, companies should 

consider the whole buying center i.e. the whole family. Because a family is so closely connected, as a 

primary social group, it exerts significant influence regarding the behaviour of all of its members and 

logically, this influencing factor also extends to the consumer activities (Cox, 1975; Heffring, 1979). 

Due to this fact, it seems only right to assume that the family as a whole, exerts a considerable amount 

of impact upon purchasing activities. Furthermore, the impact does not only concern the purchasing 

unit in its own right but also the individual purchasing decisions of each family member (Heisley & 

Holmes, 1987). 

The relevance and critique of the buying center model in this study 

As mentioned, the buying center model assists to explain the processes that go on in an organisation 

or as in our case the family unit, when it comes to the purchasing decision. There are seven different 

roles which each fall upon one individual of the family or more. These roles are respectively, the 

user/s, the influencer/s, the buyer/s, the initiator/s, the decider/s, the approver/s, and the 

gatekeeper/s (Robinson et al., 1967). 
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The users are the individuals who, in the end, are going to use the purchased product, the influencers 

are the ones who exert influence on the purchasing process by setting preconditions. This can be 

done through direct influencing where a person clearly states that he or she wants the other person 

to perform an act in order for them to gain something. In this case, it can be a child who is asking 

their parents to buy something for them, e.g. when a child is playing on the parents emotions. Here 

the child will either use crying, pouting or other non-verbal strategies in order to influence the parents 

into making a purchasing decision (Bridges & Briesch, 2006).  It can also be indirect influence where 

a person keeps their goal in mind and on this basis take action to achieve this goal (Allen & Sik Hung 

(1999). The buyer is the one who eventually places the order. It is important to mention that the 

buyer takes up one of the most important roles in the decision-making process due to the fact that 

they have the final power. Moreover, the initiator is the one who first recognises a problem and thus 

tries to find a solution by starting the process of finding a product that can solve the problem. This 

role can be argued to be the most important role in the process. The deciders are the ones who after 

the evaluation and the influencing etc. decide what product is going to be bought. The approvers are 

the ones that before and after the purchase, approve the product. The role of the gatekeeper is more 

complex than any other role. The gatekeeper eventually determines the type of information which 

will be delivered to the other players and thus consequently, very strongly influences the decision-

making (ibid). The argument is that the individual who handles most of the purchases in a given 

category (in this case childrenswear) possess the role of the gatekeeper. The gatekeeper is in charge 

of filtering the information which is given to the rest of the family unit. This person is usually the 

one who is most exposed to advertisements. In this case, our research suggests that it is the mothers 

who primarily are the ones who get exposed to advertisement in this specific segment. The gatekeeper 

will usually only let the information which is beneficial to him or herself pass through the gate to the 

other individuals in the unit. Thus, the gatekeeper possesses a very important and powerful role 

because he or she, in the end, determines what information should be encompassed in the decision-

making of what product to purchase (Robinson et al. 1967).    

  

Although we have presented seven different roles here, it is central to emphasise that not all decisions 

require the involvement of all roles. In a household, many purchases are being made on a daily basis 

and not all decisions are equally important. The decision to buy milk does not require more than one 

person to make, whereas a big financial decision as buying a car usually involves more than just one 
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of the seven roles. Furthermore, a big financial decision usually will require discussions of pros and 

cons and differences in opinions and therefore, it can quickly escalate. In connection, everyday 

purchases do not always involve all the steps in the decision-making process and these decisions are 

very low-involvement decisions. In reference, the very low-involvement decisions do not in most 

cases involve more than one person from the buying center i.e. it does not require several people 

from the family unit. 

Lastly, not all decisions will be judicious. Most of our everyday purchases will be spontaneous hence, 

the probability of only one individual from the family unit being involved in the decision is high 

(Robinson et al., 1967). Furthermore, the model does not take into account that there can and most 

likely will be other individuals infiltrating the unit and imposing opinions that, in the end, can lead to 

a high level of influence. Moreover, external and environmental factors of influence are not highly 

presented in this model (ibid). 

Marketing 

Marketing is used by marketers, to stimulate consumers into purchasing a certain brand or product. 

As mentioned above, marketing is one of the external factors, that can hold a powerful influence 

from the beginning of the decisions making process all the way to the end of the process (Hawkins 

and Motherbaugh, 2013) 

  

Advertising is one component of the overall marketing process. By advertising, brands are more 

likely to be considered in the consumer decision-making process. Keller (2008) refers to brand 

awareness to whether or not consumers know about a given brand. Kelly (2008) argues that by 

exposing customers to brands, the companies in question enhances brand awareness, which may be 

used by consumers, in the purchase decision-making process (Hoyer and Brown 1990). We as 

humans are not always aware of when we are exposed or even lured to marketing techniques. 

Marketing can thus, both affect us in a direct or an indirect way. Thus, brand awareness is likely to 

increase brand market performance. However, In order to create successful marketing, marketers 

need to consider and understand the behaviour of human responses to the exposed stimuli (Borden, 

1964). 
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Neil Borden (1964) introduced twelve marketing elements, that marketers should manage, to create 

a profitable business operation. These twelve elements were later reduced to a four-element 

framework: Product, Price, Promotion, and Place. This framework is referred to as the 4P’s and has gained 

high momentum within marketing, as practitioners widely used the framework as a toolkit (McCarthy, 

1964, Storbacka, Strandvik, & Grönroos, 1994). The four parameters of the framework, are easy to 

remember and therefore a more tangible form, of creating marketing decision-making. Further, the 

four elements are easy to control, to influence the consumer decision-making and buying process. 

However, this framework represents more traditional marketing stimuli, that has a larger focus on 

mass-marketing and sales volume. It is, therefore, criticised for being more product-oriented than 

customer-oriented (Lauterborm 1990). 

  

Schultz (2001) argue that the 4P’s have less relevance today, as the marketplaces today are customer-

oriented and not product-oriented. As a consequence, marketers have been pressured to change their 

marketing strategy, from a mass-marketing approach towards a more integrated approach, that allows 

interaction and direct dialogue with customers (Healy et al. 2001). A well-managed, integrated and 

customer-oriented approach, supports marketers in retaining and increasing their customer base. The 

improvement of communication with their target groups will further allow marketers to identify the 

constantly changing and evolving needs, and thereby quickly respond and react to market trends 

(Patterson and Ward, 2000). 

  

Lauterborm (1990) introduced his version of the 4P’s that are more consumer-oriented, in an attempt 

to create a framework which is better adaptable, in order to fit the movement from mass-marketing. 

The framework is referred to as the 4C’s: Consumer, Cost, Convenience and Communication. The 

argument for this framework is that in order to gain a successful marketing plan, the customer must 

be the centre of marketing. 
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Figure 8: The C's and P's of Marketing, 2012 

 

Product vs. Consumer 

In relation to product, the original framework (4P’s) focuses more on the product itself and the service 

that comes with the product (McCarthy, 1964). However, In order to understand the consumers’ 

wants and needs, marketers need to study their consumers. Thereby, marketers will be able to create 

a product, service or a brand, that aligns with expectations on what the consumer wants and needs 

(Lauterborm 1990). 

 

Cost vs. Price 

The differences between price and cost is that price generically speaking refers to the overall amount 

customers pay for the product. While, cost, on the other hand, takes into consideration the customers’ 

cost of not buying this product, or factors such as fathers guild, of not purchasing an item for their 

child. The cost can, therefore, be measured in many factors (McCarthy, 1964; Lauterborm 1990). 

 

Place vs. Convenient 

Place in relation to the rise of the internet can be argued as less relevant, due to the cross models of 

purchasing. With convenient, marketers being more focused on understanding, how their consumers 

prefer to purchase an item. Hence, by studying the customers, marketers will know where to present 

their communication, in the purchasing process (McCarthy, 1964; Lauterborm 1990). 
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Promotion vs. Communication 

Promotion in this sense can refer to one-way communication from the seller, whereas 

communication, is a two-way dialogue. This form of communication can open up for companies to 

understand the customer’s needs and lifestyle which, in the end, can be highly relevant information, 

which marketers can use as a way of optimising their product/service (McCarthy, 1964; Lauterborm 

1990). 

Relevance and critique of the four C’s regarding this study 

The customers of the 20th century have been influenced largely by rapid technological advances, it 

has influenced the customers' behaviour, needs, and power. The increase in customers engaging 

online has resulted in them gaining power, whilst companies experience a loss in control (Lemon & 

Verhof, 2016). This loss in control and the combination of the fierce competition, make customer 

relations an essential part of communication, and thereby an essential part of marketing. However, 

research on online behaviour presents, the fact that an average household only cares to consider a 

few brands or companies when trying to decide on a purchasing decision. As previously mentioned, 

consumers, in most cases, make use of memorising and past experiences in order to ultimately make 

a purchase decision. There are of course exceptions where consumers spend more time on active 

information search and evaluations of alternatives, hence the value of internet advertising and search 

mechanisms (Sharp, 2017). As seen above, the four P’s tend to focus more on the product, whereas 

the four C’s tend to focus on the quality of the personal relationship between the seller and customer. 

Hence, the four C’s are adopted into the shift of the customer of the 20th century. 

 

Furthermore, in relation to the radical evolvement of the consumer behaviour due to the internet, 

the enablement of information search is now easier than ever (Johnson et al., 2004). Companies are 

therefore presented with new dilemmas, such as living up to the societal expectations and 

responsibility. Consequently, the creation of creating corporate communication in accordance with 

the societal ideal becomes a new factor for companies to include in their marketing mix (Christensen, 

2002). The societal expectations and responsibilities are not considered in the four C’s framework. 

However, the four C’s framework is aligned with our research, because it centralises consumers. 

Throughout this research, we have merely focused on understanding fathers and gain an in-depth 

knowledge of what, how and why they behave as they do. This knowledge is helpful for us to answer, 
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how children’s clothing companies can take advantage of fathers. The four C’s are therefore a model 

that support us throughout this study, in the relevance of understanding fathers as a consumer and 

thereby it can be used as a tool to recommend a strategy, that aligns with fathers expectations.  

Chapter 4  

The fourth chapter will present a historical timeline of previous studies made on decision-making 

within a given household. It will further explain how the change of roles has affected households and 

the effect it has had on modern families. The behaviour of the modern father will be presented along 

with literature on negotiation between males and females. This is then followed by studies on 

differences between male and female shopping behaviour and family decision making patterns. 

Lastly, this chapter will conclude a section explaining where there is a gap in the literature concerning 

fathers in the decision-making process, regarding childrenswear. 

Literature review  

As presented in the literature, the matter of household purchases and gender roles have been studied 

throughout the years. However, we have not stumbled upon studies which either have specifically 

researched fathers’ involvement regarding childrenswear or found any recent studies made on the 

purchasing and decision-making roles of respectively fathers and mothers in Denmark. 

Consequently, there will be no presentation of previous literature on our specific area of research in 

this section. However, a presentation of studies on family roles and household decision-making will 

be presented along with research that displays how changes in society have affected the matter.  

Historical timeline on decision-making in households 

With many purchases, it is not only the individual who buys a product or a service who is solely 

involved in the decision-making process but also the people of whom the decision-maker is 

surrounded by. These individuals or groups of people are also called the consumption unit. In 

household purchases especially, the decision-making process often involves the father, the mother, 

and the child/children. Most often all decision-making situations in a household, is in fact influenced 

largely by the spouse or partner, and therefore, aiming a marketing strategy solely after the person 

who does the actual purchase, may not be the most strategic choice (Davis, 1976). Knowledge of the 
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role of family members is thus a great value in product-usage oriented marketing, especially in order 

to direct marketing efforts to the right people at the right time. 

Several studies have been conducted in order to understand who makes the decisions in a family, on 

the decision-making process itself, and in what situations spouses/partners influence the most. 

Studies in the late sixties and seventies were mostly concerned about defining who possessed the 

most power and thus who was the most dominant actor in the decision-making process, concerning 

different categories (Davis, 1976; Spiros, 1983; Davis & Rigaux, 1974).  

An article by Davis (1976), shows that several studies specify which spouse is more dominant in the 

different types of purchases which were presented. In the area of non-durable goods, there was a 

strong connection to women having the predominant role, while husbands were found to be more 

dominant in relation to durable goods. Non-durable goods are what the author describes as 

frequently purchased items, which does not necessarily involve more than one family member. 

However, durable goods are related to one-time purchased items, which are found to have a longer 

decision-making process, which allows other family members to get involve and thereby influence 

the decision-making (Davis, 1976). 

When the buying process is more time consuming, there is often more than one decision that has to 

be made. Therefore, a spouse can influence more in one part of the decision-making than in others. 

A study by Davis (1970) on the purchasing of automobiles, argues that although husbands were 

mostly dominant on the technical part of which car to purchase, the wife seems to have a bigger 

influence when it comes to choosing which colour the car should have (Davis, 1970). Accordingly, 

dominance can vary on different steps in the purchasing process, that is, if a purchase requires more 

than one decision, it is not necessarily the same spouse who is dominant throughout the whole 

process.  

A study by Davis & Rigaux (1974) on the perception of marital roles in the decision-making process, 

measured specifically which of the 25 chosen categories that were dominated either by the wife, the 

husband, both parties, or autonomic (decisions made alone by either the husband or the wife). The 

study showed that the involvement of a spouse may vary depending on each step of the decision-

making process, which means that on some stages of the process, the spouse may have a stronger 

involvement, than on other stages. Additionally, the study also revealed a rather traditional pattern 

on decision-making. Wives were dominant on household items such as cleaning tools, food, and 

childrenswear, whereas husbands were in charge of insurance (Davis & Rigaux, 1974).  
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In the late 80s, a study on the traditional pattern of decision-making was also executed for traditional 

Danish households. The study revealed that men and women were dominant in their respective 

traditional product areas, concerning the two first steps of the decision-making process (need 

recognition and information search (Jensen, 1990)). Though this study was finished twenty years after 

women gradually entered the labour market, the results of the study showed that it did not yet 

interfere with the traditional patterns of decision-making in the household, hence women entering 

the labour market did not have any effect on the overall decision-making processes between a 

husband and a wife.  

Household earnings and change of roles 

Traditional patterns are, as we see in the study, related to women being in charge of the household 

and men being in charge of bringing in the money. Bringing in the money does, however, give the 

man a certain level of dominance or power in all purchasing decisions, since being the one who earns 

the money also gives the right to control the money (Bernard, 1981). Nevertheless, referring back to 

Jensen’s (1990) study on decision-making in Danish household in the late 80s, which revealed that 

there was no change in the traditional patterns in decision-making, although 44 per cent of the Danish 

labour market by this time, consisted of women. However, the discussed study was made twenty 

years after women extensively entered the Danish labour market, and according to statistics women 

were at the time, not paid as much as men. This fact resulted in men maintaining the role of the 

financial provider in the household and thus he also maintained the overall dominance and it was not 

until the year of 2000 that by law women was given the right to complain about wage inequality in 

Denmark (Jensen, 1990, Kviinfo, 2004).  

Nonetheless, throughout the decades these traditional household roles have slowly begun to change, 

as women entering the labour market and thus starting to contribute to the household income rather 

became the rule instead of the exception. A review of more than 200 scholarly articles and books on 

household labour published from 1989-1999, concluded that women entering the labour market has 

reduced women’s contribution to housework and along with that it has increased men’s involvement 

in housework slightly (Coltrane, 2000). As the traditional roles in the household alleged that men 

were responsible for ‘the outside of the home’ tasks, while women were responsible for ‘inside the 

home’ tasks, it meant that nurturing the children and social relations, were the woman's duty. The 

clear division of responsibilities between the husband and the wife both excluded and complemented 
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each other, which consequently meant that the spouses were more or less dependent on each other. 

With a lower divorce rate and clear roles and tasks in a household, the constellation of a traditional 

family was more tangible, and in most cases, it consisted of a father, a mother, and a child/children. 

Families were, therefore, more similar throughout society, which made it easier to put a definition on 

what the term ‘family’ was and what it consisted of. However with the rising involvement of women’s 

responsibility with ‘outside the home’ tasks and the rising involvement of fathers with ‘inside the 

home’ tasks, the roles and family structures began to change and as a result, the modern family we 

see today are not as straightforward hence, there does not seem to exist a “traditional” family pattern. 

Consequently, families, today is a rather intangible concept, with no clear household roles, 

responsibilities, or tasks. Decisions are not based on traditional patterns, it is however negotiated and 

based on agreement (Dencik, 2008; Spiros, 1983).  

Negotiating decisions within families 

According to Dencik (2008), today most families are not divided so stringently. Today the roles are 

not necessarily considered and divided by gender. The division of roles may be justified within the 

family based on culture, education, social background, and the natural background of the sexes. 

Equality is at the forefront and socially, the roles today are defined as symmetrical. Hence, it is 

typically seen that both sexes share the burden of household chores.  

The consequence or outcome of this societal and cultural change is as previously mentioned, that 

women are no longer just at home taking care of the household, but they also take part in the 

instrumental life that revolves around the family and similarly in most cases they share the role of the 

provider with the father. Likewise, fathers have been getting more involved in the internal life in the 

family and thus take a bigger part in the various caregiving tasks than has ever been seen before. 

These changes have strengthened both parties’ negotiating positions in the family and have led to an 

evolution towards increasing symmetrical gender roles in the modern family. In the modern family, 

there are no societal established roles that unequivocally and clearly distribute the roles between 

genders but instead, the roles must be divided by negotiation. Thus, the interaction and norms within 

families have fundamentally been changed (ibid).  

With no clear set of rules on household roles, responsibilities and tasks, the husband and wife 

overtake symmetrical roles in a relationship. Consequently, women’s dominance regarding household 

finances increases as their financial contribution rises. Meanwhile, the men’s dominance on 
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household decisions increases, as their contribution to the household tasks rises. The bargaining 

power between the two is therefore seemingly increased in concern, which makes the decision-

making in modern families based on negotiation and agreements between the parties (Dencik, 2008).  

The above-mentioned consists of Spiro’s (1983) study on persuasion in family decisions. The purpose 

of the study was to examine the strategies used by individual spouses in making accommodative joint 

decisions for durable purchases. The researcher measures six types of influence strategies (Non-

influencers, light influencers, subtle influencers, emotional influencers, combination influences, and 

heavy influences), which showed that the couples of which the percentage of income contributed by 

the wife was the highest, also belonged to the groups where there was the highest use of influence 

attempts, meaning that the wives who contribute financially are more prone to influence than the 

wives who do not contribute. The use of emotional and subtle influence strategies are seemingly 

higher within traditional families, where they are used in order to best avoid conflict. Whilst avoiding 

conflict is typically seen within families who are more traditional in structure, conflict is more 

unavoidable in families consisting of working mothers. In these families conflicts are unavoidable as 

the women appear to be more determined to influence and to exert their opinion on various matters 

(Spiros, 1983). This consequently relates to the modern family structure we see today. This family 

structure appears to be focused on ‘problem-solving’, which requires agreements that are constantly 

negotiated (Dencik, 2008).  

The term ‘housewife’ (the stay at home mother who takes care of the house, children, and husband) 

still exist, however, it is close to being diminished in the Danish society. Statistically, we only see 

approximately 1 per cent‘ housewives’ in Denmark (Dencik, 2008, p. 53), which generically makes 

families in Denmark non-traditional. Accordingly, the dominant role in Danish households today are 

constantly negotiated and do not necessarily still follow the previous study by Jensen (1990) where 

men and women were dominant in their respective traditional product areas. Therefore, whilst 

women have gained more influence in the area of what was before considered a masculine area, men 

have gained more influence on the before considered female area, one of which was caregiving to 

children. 

Fathers in a modern household 

The roles and functions of the household are ongoing and factors such as the rise in Danish mothers 

leaving the household in order to take on larger roles in society can interfere in the matter and by 
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doing so, change the traditional pattern of decision-making. Throughout time, alongside societal 

changes, the fatherly role has evolved and today fathers are more involved with the household 

decision than ever before (Dencik, 2008).  

The modern family calls for gender equality and in most cases in the Danish household, both mother 

and father are sharing the burden of providing for the family. Due to this fact, the division of roles 

within the family has become intricate and the lines dividing male and female roles have become 

blurred. As previously mentioned, in the past, the responsibility of the children and all of what that 

might entail typically laid with the mother and all the internal factors such as housework, and the 

decisions which were being made also usually was placed with the woman (Dencik, 2008).  

In a study presented and executed by Deding, Lausten, and Andersen (2006), it appears that all 

families observed in the study distribute both household chores and childcare equally. This study 

thus confirms that Danish fathers today actively participate in the family's internal tasks. 

Furthermore, an international comparison of fathers' active participation in household work and 

childcare chores made from six European countries shows that Danish fathers are the ones who are 

most engaged (Lausten & Sjørup, 2003).  

Generally, we see today what Giddens (1994) has called a detraditionalisation, meaning that the 

automatically controlling power of traditions is becoming insignificant. This does not mean that 

traditions are dissolved, but rather that we as a society are no longer as bound by them as we have 

been in the past (ibid). Many of the traditional gender roles of the past are at disruption and many 

old family patterns are discarded but within some areas, there are still signs of the past. One of these 

areas is the matter of paternity leave. In regard to paternity leave, the societal norm in Denmark is 

still in favour of the women. There is a clear limitation in fathers who take paternity leave in Denmark 

and the old family roles of the father being the provider and the mother being the primary caregiver 

and being in charge of the household is still highly prominent in this area. Though despite this fact 

it seems that the father will often compensate for his absence later in the child’s life (Dencik, 2008).  

Haavind (2006) argues that the engaged and more sensitive act of childcare has become a form of 

community between husband and wife. Furthermore, Haavind believes that the father’s involvement 

in the obligations to their children is becoming part of a modern masculine identity. This argument 

suggests an increase in caretaking fathers and represents yet again a societal change in the family 

roles. This notion can be said to be partly societal, as the public welfare schemes fall into the 

negotiations on work and care between men and women in pairs (Haavind, 2006). This notion of 
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fathers as caregivers have, on the other hand, also influenced laws concerning parenting. There exist 

unions such as the union ‘Far” that fights for equal parental rights, who recently made a research on 

gender discrimination of children and fathers (foreningenfar, 2020). More and more focus on these 

gender inequality have been appearing, which has had an impact on regulations around parental 

rights. Consequently, more laws, regulations and debates have been occurring, giving equal rights to 

fathers and mothers in relation to their children. One example was in 2007, where a law was passed 

in which assumes fathers joint custody, giving equal rights and responsibility to both parents 

(Orientering vedrørende folkeregistrering, 2007; Foreningen Far, 2020). 

The difference in household shopping behaviour: Male vs. female  

In general, we see a tendency of different patterns when men and women make a purchase. Studies 

have shown that “(…) men spend less time than women shopping and absolve themselves from the 

task of shopping for gifts when engaged incomparable shopping activities they have a tendency to 

spend more money than women” (Bakewell and Michell, 2004: 226, l. 33-35). Bakewell and Mitchell 

(2004) have through their research, created gender differences and shopping behaviour tables which 

indicates the differences between male and female shopping behaviour.  

 
Tabel 5: Bakewell & Mitchell (2004) 

According to the table, men are less involved in their purchasing decisions than women are. 

Furthermore, the table also shows that men are less interested in shopping than women are and that 

they are much less positive and far less compulsive in their behaviour towards the matter. On the 

contrary to what these facts might suggest, men tend to spend more money on shopping than women 

do. This could possibly be due to the fact that men, according to Bakewell and Mitchell (2004), 

belong to the utilitarian group which includes the perfectionism trait that values quality.   
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Regarding gender, there are some deviations. Gender has been perceived as a critical social structure 

due to the variables in consumer socialisation. Research has shown that females tend to have a more 

positive attitude when it comes to advertisement where males are more negative towards it. 

Moreover, women compared to men have been found to be more interested and conscious of 

clothing. Females are more aware of brands than males are but have also been found to be less price-

conscious than males. Males are thus more interested in lower pricing overall and have also been 

found to be more repetitive and planned in their purchasing decisions. Finally, these characteristics 

enlighten males as consumers who strive for quality, and then once they have found it, they stick 

with it. Contrary, females emerge as consumers who prefer to look for alternatives. This is not just 

in regard to fashion and brands but also when it comes to price (Shim, 1996). 

Furthermore, it was found that males were more connected with styles belonging to the utilitarian 

trait, and females were more connected with styles belonging to the social/conspicuous trait 

(Bakewell & Michell, 2004). The original study that laid the groundwork for all of these styles was 

carried out by G.P. Stone in 1954 and the research is based on a typology of shopping styles which 

is based on a sample of 124 women (Bakewell & Michell, 2004). Therefore, it is important to keep in 

mind that all of the various decision styles presented here can be perceived as fairly gender 

generalisable and that there will possibly be some deviations regarding male consumers (Bakewell & 

Michell, 2004). 

Bakewell and Michell (2004: 223, l. 17-19) suggests that “when consumers engage with the 

marketplace, they display relatively consistent decision-making styles by employing certain 

purchasing strategies and rules to guide their decision-making”. A decision-making style can be 

defined as “a mental orientation characterizing a consumer’s approach to making consumer choices” 

(Sproles and Kendall 1990: 137, l. 5-7). 

Kendall and Sproles (1990) have developed the consumer styles inventory (CSI) which constitutes 

eight consumer decision-making styles: Price/ value consciousness, perfectionism, brand 

consciousness, novelty/ fashion consciousness, habitual/ brand loyal, recreational shopping 

consciousness, impulsive/ careless and confused by over choice. The different decision-making styles 

explain the various characteristics of every decision-maker. Sproles and Kendall (1990) suggest that 

consumers adopt one of the eight shopping styles and argue that this style is reasonably fixed and 

thus make the consumer predictable. 
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Cox and Dittmar (1995) believe that previous CSI research is too narrow-minded in regard to the 

difference in men’s and women’s shopping behaviour. The CSI approach was experienced through 

clothing and fashion which are usually subjects which hold less interest to men than women 

(Bakewell and Michell 2004). According to Scherhorn et al., (1990), men are far more interested in 

electronics and high-tech products than clothes which suggest an imbalance in the CSI approach. 

Furthermore, compared to women, men possess a tendency to simplify their shopping processes. 

They do this by attending to a smaller range of sources when it comes to gaining information on a 

given product or service (Laroche et al. 2000). Hence marketers should consider tailoring their 

segmentation to fit this nonconformity in order to optimise their target group (Pine et al. 1995). 

Family decision making patterns 

As previously touched upon, in the past, families who were characterised by a husband and a wife 

marriage would usually hold the household shopping assignments as a female assignment. Slowly this 

started to change and unexpectedly husband-wife interaction in the decision-making process 

appeared to become far more common and the influence into one’s spouse’s individual purchasing 

decisions has also grown larger (Burns, 1992; Coulson, 1966). Consequently, today the opportunity 

for increased levels of spousal influence exists in many husband-wife families and the decisions are 

perceived by both participants to be made jointly rather than individually (Burns, 1992; Wind, 1976). 

According to Blood (1958), it is difficult to examine and thus report who makes the family decisions 

in a household. This is due to the fact that mutual patterns so often precede the final decision that 

the relative influence of each partner tends to be hidden in the process but also due to everyday 

interactions being so commonplace and routine that it barely imposes on the consciousness of the 

family members. Hence, arguments have been made that family decisions are very intertwined and 

that it can be difficult to figure out exactly who has the final word but the one thing that researchers 

seem to agree on is the fact that in most families there is a multilateral decision-making base. 

We have slowly through the years been seeing an increase in fatherly involvement concerning 

household duties and childcare responsibility and despite the fact that there is an immense amount 

of studies and examination on this particular matter not much is to be found in connection to the 

influence this matter has on the family decision-making process regarding childrenswear.  
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Concluding remarks  

The literature presented above point towards the fact that men have experienced an increase in 

influence when it comes to household matters but evidence also points to the fact that woman has 

become more dominant in regard to financial matters due to the fact that they are now sharing the 

burden of being providers. Hence, the question of how much influence does the father have 

concerning what and how much is being purchased for his children lies unanswered and despite the 

massive amount of literature on family gender roles, there is no recent literature which discusses 

whether or not the societal change, has influenced the purchasing decisions in relation to the role 

and involvement of the Danish fathers regarding childrenswear.   

Chapter 5 

The fifth chapter will present an analysis of our results gained from our interviews with fathers and 

brand managers, as well as the results of our online survey. This analysis is divided into four sections, 

which each will answer the formulated sub-questions presented in chapter one. 

Analysis 

To answer our overall research question, our sub-questions will be answered in chronological order, 

with visual frameworks of the results from our survey and coding and lastly, citations from our 

interviews. Theory and models from chapter three will also be applied, as a framework for the 

analysis.  

Sub-questions to be answered in the analysis: 

- How do the fathers participate in the household and which roles do they possess?  

- Which role(s) do each family member possess, when purchasing childrenswear? 

- How much are fathers involved in each step of the purchasing decision-making process, when 

purchasing childrenswear?  

- How are mothers and how are fathers exposed to advertising? 

Section 1 – Intro  

The following section will provide an answer to our first sub-question: how do the fathers 
participate in the household and which roles do they possess? The gathered results will, 
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furthermore, give a visual presentation of the overall family constellation of our interviewees’ 

families. Furthermore, the section seeks to analyse how fathers participate in the household chores 

along with the individual parent’s responsibilities in the household, respectively.  

Overall family picture 

Out of all our interviewees, we had one father who was not living with his partner but with whom 

he still shared the responsibilities. “She is a health coach, a dietitian” (Appendix 3, Tobias). His partner 

is working as a dietitian and therefore, has a full-time job. Their situation is different than most 

families’ because his partner lives in Aalborg whilst he lives in Copenhagen. Tobias explains “She is 

the primus motor, and then I back her up” (Appendix 3, Tobias). The mother is, therefore, the primary 

caregiver of the family and the one who runs the household (in Aalborg). This is very much in-line 

with the traditional family roles, but the couple deviates because the father still helps out as much as 

possible when he is in the family home in Aalborg. When asked about what kind of chores he helps 

out with when he is present in the family home, he answered that it was taking care of the children, 

laundry, dishes, etc. This shows that the family does not follow the traditional family pattern where 

the mother is the one who takes care of the household and the father is the one who is in charge of 

providing but rather, on the other hand, the family is far more modern in their family roles.  

 

Another family who does not follow the traditional family pattern when it comes to household roles 

is Morten’s family. “My wife is in charge of food and picking up our boy from nursery whereas I’m 

in charge of laundry and vacuuming and such. But otherwise when it comes to feeding him and 

playing with him it’s very much 50/50” (Appendix 8, Morten). According to Morten, he and his wife 

share the household chores and share the caregiving role when it comes to their child. They each 

have their responsibilities when it comes to house choirs but when it comes to their son, they work 

together and share the responsibility. This sharing of responsibilities and the more modern family 

roles are also seen in another family. 

Martin and his partner each have their areas of responsibilities e.g. Anna (Martin’s partner) takes care 

of their daughter during the night so Martin can work during the day and then Martin takes care of 

their daughter during the day when he does not work or when she is not in a nursery so that his 

partner can get some sleep. This example presents a very equal level of caregiving between the mother 

and father. “I’m in charge of the process of stating-up our daughter in nursery. I have been in charge of that from the 
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beginning and it is always I who drop her of and I who have the various dialogues with the staff regarding how things 

need to be there. That has definitely been my area” (Appendix 9, Martin). When it comes to the nursery start-

up for their daughter the family has figured out their own way of doing things. Here the father 

absolutely takes the role of the primary caregiver because he is the one who is in contact with the 

nursery teachers regarding their daughter’s wellbeing. This also again points towards a more modern 

family pattern because the father is so highly involved and engage in his daughters emotional and 

physical wellbeing.   

 

“Nadia is very concerned with what is nice and trendy for the kids. For me it’s more within the 

bounds of reasonableness - I’m more financially conscious” (Appendix 3, Tobias). When it comes to 

the financial part of buying clothes for their child/children it seems that the father is much more 

conscious and aware of the cost of it than the mother is. “She is much more aware of quality whereas 

I’m more aware of the price – we always end up agreeing because I can see the point of it, but I also 

believe that she can find that blouse cheaper a different place” (Appendix 3, Tobias). In this case, the 

mother is much more concerned with finding good quality clothes for the children and she is willing 

to pay more to get it. The father though is much more concerned with the price and finds it 

unnecessary to pay a higher price when they can probably find the same product with just as high of 

a quality level, cheaper somewhere else. This suggests that when it comes to price the father is more 

concerned and aware of the fact than the mother is.    

 

Another father who did not live with the mother of his child was Mark J. Mark J is a single father 

and therefore, handles everything that goes on in his household by himself. Therefore, it can be 

difficult to compare actual family gender roles but what is very much in line with what we have seen 

from our other interviewees is the interest in his child. Mark J has a large interest in his child and is 

actually the primary caregiving. “((...) that’s also the reason why today, I have him more days a week than she 

(his ex-fiancé) does)” (Appendix 7, Mark J). Because of the fact that his child lives more with him than 

with the mother, the father, in this case, takes the primary caregiving role. It can be argued though 

that, according to our theoretical framework, this is slightly different from the norm (Dencik, 2008) 

nevertheless, it supports the claim of fathers showing an interest in their children and being involved 

in the purchasing of clothes for them. 
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On another note, Mark J explains “(...) my ex is probably leaning more towards the more expensive 

clothes. She believes that if it’s expensive then it lasts longer. When it comes to me, I can see that 

some labels are better but I also think that when Milo (his son) only use a t-shirt for probably a 

maximum of three months before he has grown out of it then it’s not worth it and I refuse to pay 

400kr just because it’s from Hummel or Adidas when he (his son) really couldn't care less” (Appendix 

7, Mark J). According to this, it seems that Mark J (the father) is more concerned with the price than 

the mother is. In this case, he does not care much what she is buying because they do not share 

finances but when it comes to his own purchases, he does not want to pay an overprice for a given 

item. Furthermore, he finds this notion rather ridicules. Mark J seems interested in buying good 

quality clothes for his child, but he does not believe that it has to be overpriced in order for it to be 

of good quality. In this case, it seems that the mother of the child is more interested in branding than 

the father is and she does not care to spend extra on it.  

 

In connection to that, Morten shares the same opinion. “I think it’s ridiculous that I can go to Silvan 

and buy a hammer for 300kr and then I can go to Hjem & Fix and buy the exact same hammer for 

the half of the price. If I have put my mind to the fact that I want to buy a hammer then I will try 

and find the cheapest one, but that’s after I have been out to check the quality” (Appendix 8, Morten) 

and “I’m more the type that will go onto PriceRunner and see what’s at the top” (Appendix 8, 

Morten). With these two statements, Morten expresses the same opinion on prices and 

reasonableness as Mark J. Morten implies here that he does not want to pay an overprice on anything. 

He values quality very much and he will not buy anything that, to him, does not seem to be high 

quality but he also, at the same time, wants the price to be reasonable.    

 

On the note of clothes, there are two fathers who show almost identical patterns. “When it comes 

to toys and clothes, we are a bit more deviated but that’s because we find interest in different things. 

She (his partner) cares a lot about our child wearing nice clothes whereas I’m more interested in the 

fact that I can roll around on the floor, playing with him” (Appendix 8, Morten). “In regard to clothes 

for our child, she is more in charge. When it comes to consumption, it’s just a matter of who 

accidentally walks by a store” (Appendix 9, Martin). Both Morten and Martin show a tendency to not 

being so involved in the actual purchase decision when it comes to buying clothes for their children. 

Morten actually goes as far as to suggest that the reason for this is because he and his wife have 
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different interests and that he is more interested in toys and she is more interested in clothes. Martin 

does not directly suggest that the reason why his wife primarily buys the clothes for their daughter is 

due to interests but explains that because his wife works at a thrift shop it is simply just easier that 

she is in charge of buying the clothes for their daughter. It can be argued though, that had Martin 

had a higher interest in buying clothes for his daughter he probably would have been more engaged 

in the pre-decision-making. Although, Martin does explain that he does in fact have an opinion on 

the clothes his daughter wear. “If there is anything which I do not find very functional or if it is super 

difficult to dress her in or if I don’t think it’s pretty then I will express my opinion to Anna (his 

partner) and if she agrees then we will pass it on to someone else or store it at the attic” (Appendix 

9, Martin). Here Martin explains that he does care about the function and the visual look of the 

clothes his daughter wears and that if he is not satisfied with what his partner has purchased then 

they will in some way discard of the clothes. Hence, the father’s opinion does matter and is taken 

into consideration even though it might not be in the initial part of the decision-making his opinion 

is still valued in the post-decision-making stage where it can still have an impact.  

 

This notion is shared again in Morten’s family. When asked if he (Morten) had an opinion on the 

clothes which is being bought for his son he answered: “I do yes and if I don’t like it, she (his wife) will be 

told. If she has bought something, I think is ugly or something that does not fit our son well, then I will express my 

opinion to her and then we will discuss whether or not to return the item” (Appendix 8, Morten) and when being 

asked if his wife takes his opinion into consideration he answered: “Absolutely and my opinion does get 

heard and then we will return the item or buy something else” (Appendix 8, Morten). Both parents’ opinions, 

hence, seem to matter and in this family, it seems important to the mothers that the father also has a 

say at some point in the purchase-decision-making process even if it’s after the initial purchase has 

been made. Morten even explains, when being asked if he is usually a part of the post-purchase 

decision: “Yes. I’m not usually involved in the purchase period, but I’m involved after the purchase” (Appendix 8, 

Morten).  

  

The only father that we interviewed who deviated from the more modern family patterns was Alper. 

Alper lives with his partner who is the mother of his youngest child. “Right now, she is a stay-at-home 

mom” (Appendix 6, Alper). Alper and his wife seem to be following a more traditional family pattern 

where the wife is a stay-at-home mother and the father provides for the family. According to Alper, 
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the situation will eventually change, and his wife will also be working. The interesting thing with this 

family constellation is that due to the fact that their roles regarding work are divided so soberly it 

seems that the father, in this case, is not as involved as our other interviewees have been in their kids’ 

everyday needs.  

“She is the one who gives her baths. I haven’t tried that yet” (Appendix 6, Alper). ”When it concerns my kids my 

wife handles it” (Appendix 6, Alper). These two statements made by the father suggests that when it 

comes to his kids, it is his wife who handles it. The father is not involved with the everyday tasks and 

as he puts it “Right now my wife is handling everything because of my job” (Appendix 6, Alper). The father 

thus believes that due to his job he is not able to be involved with the everyday needs of his child 

with whom he lives with. When asked about his interests in being more involved he answered that it 

was fine with him the way it is and that he does not feel a need to be more involved. At least not at 

this stage of his youngest child’s life. He did express an interest in being more involved with the 

everyday needs when the child is older and being more involved with the purchase decisions at a later 

time but when it comes to his older child who is living with his ex, he is also not involved even 

though this child is much older. Of course, the reasons behind this can be many but it does raise the 

question of whether or not he really whishes things to be different or if he is simply content with not 

having to take care of the daily needs and not having to be involved with any purchase decisions 

regarding his children. 

When asked about his motivation for when he actually does buy something for his youngest child 

(although requested by his wife) the father explained that “It is definitely the fact that they get excited about 

it. If it’s something, that will make them happy, I’m happy to buy it. That is probably the biggest motivation” 

(Appendix 6, Alper). 

 

In line with our collected theory on this topic, it seems that the more traditional family constellation 

in some situations can lead to the mother being the primary caregiver and being the one who is in 

charge of everything that revolves around the household. Although, in order for us to conclude 

anything on the matter we would have to investigate this even further and collect additional data.  

  

One of our other interviewees who was very much involved with his child, shared the same opinion 

as Alper when it came to, being fine with, the fact that it was his wife who was mostly in control over 

what is being bought for their child. This interviewee was Mohammed. Mohammed explained: “when 
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it comes to my daughter needing a new snowsuit or a new hat my wife is really good at shopping for her by going to some 

outlets and picking out some cool stuff. She is better at that than I am” (Appendix 10, Mohammed). Both 

fathers live with their wives, but one wife is a stay-at-home mom and the other one is working full 

time and is sharing the role of being the provider with her husband. Both fathers explain that their 

wife is the one who is primarily in charge of buying the clothes for their daughters but where the two 

fathers deviate is when it comes to the level of participation in the decision-making process. Alper 

explains that he does not participate in the actual purchase decision, furthermore, he does not have 

an opinion on the clothes his daughter wears. This opinion is not shared by Mohammed.  

“If she (the mother) has bought a jacket that she believes is warm enough and I see the jacket and 

can conclude that the cold will penetrate it straight away, then I tell her that we need to exchange it 

to a different jacked and then we go ahead and do that” (Appendix 10, Mohammed). Mohammed 

here explains that he participates in the post-decision making by expressing his opinion, moreover, 

he also explains that his opinion matters. “It’s me who evaluates it afterwards” (Appendix 10, 

Mohammed). According to him, he evaluates the products after it has been bought by the mother 

and if he does not like or agree with the purchase then the purchase will be annulled. He explained 

that it is not always he agree on the purchase but if it is not an important purchase he does not care. 

But if the product is something he really does not agree with, then it will be brought back to the 

store.  

This shows that even though the father is not the actual buyer, in this case, he is still very much 

involved in the decision-making, hence he here takes the role of the influencer, the decider, and the 

approver all in one. The mother, on the other hand, is the buyer and the initiator. All in all, this means 

that the parents in this household share the roles of the decider and the approver. The father also 

explains that his daughter is the motivation for his decision-making. When asked about what he 

would choose if he had two different snowsuits to choose from which was equally good quality but 

one of them being expensive and the other one being cheap he answered “then I would purchase the one 

I think is most beautiful on her (his daughter). It melts my heart when I see her with it on, I choose the one that is best 

for her” (Appendix 10, Mohammed). This utterance of opinion indicates that his daughter acts as an 

influencing factor. All of the fathers we interviewed had this in common. All shared that their 

motivation to buy anything was the happiness of their children. Meaning that if their children 

indicated that they would be happy with a given purchase they would usually buy the product or at 
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least consider it. Hence, it suggests, as described above, that the children whether it be direct or 

indirect have an influencing power over their fathers.   

  

Lastly, Mohammed explained that he cares a lot about his daughter having quality clothes and that 

the price is not really of any concern. He does not care if a given product is cheap or expensive as 

long as the quality is good. Here he deviates from most of our other fathers we interviewed, who 

suggested, that they appreciated the price to be low, as long as the quality was still good. No matter 

price, it seems that in this particular household, the father again share the caregiving role and he 

shows an interest and an opinion on what is being bought and used by the child. When asked about 

the household chores he also explained that they shared these and that he is just as involved with 

cleaning and cooking as his wife is. Mohammed gave the impression of him believing that it was 

selfish of him not to participate in the cooking and cleaning when his wife sometimes got home late 

from work. Thus, suggesting that because of the shared role and the shared responsibility as 

providers, they also share the responsibilities of the household chores which suggests that the 

traditional family roles do not apply to their home.       

Subset 

All in all, it seems that the majority of our fathers share the same opinion of responsibility and 

participation of their household with some minor differences in some areas. All of our interviewed 

fathers except one participates in more modern family household roles, sharing the household chores 

with their partner or as the case with our single dad interviewee shares the purchasing responsibility 

with the mother of his child as well as being the primary caregiver to their child. Furthermore, our 

interviews present a picture where the fathers are involved in the purchase decision-making in at least 

one of the levels of the decision-making process. 

Section 2 - Intro 

The following section will provide an answer to our second sub-question: Which role(s) do each 
family member possess when purchasing childrenswear? The section will take its point of 

departure in the buying center model which will be used in connection with quotes from our 

interviews and visual graphs from our questionnaire in order to analyse our results. 
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Roles in the buying center model  

As described in our theoretical framework section, each family unit possesses six different roles in 

connection to a purchase process. According to our research and examinations, there is a majority 

of fathers who are highly involved in the decision-making and purchasing process. This involvement 

and influence is, not necessarily, always direct and salient but can occasionally be an indirect influence. 

In order to get a more tangible overview, a few statements from our interviewed fathers will be 

presented below in connection to their role in the buying center model. Furthermore, our coding 

results will also be presented in order to support our claims.   

  

Firstly, the role of the user is presented. In the case of childrenswear, we determine that the children 

represent the user role. This is based on the fact that the children are the end-users because they are 

the ones who actually wear the purchased clothes. In connection to the children, it is also worth 

mentioning that the parents in some way also could be argued to be users since they are the ones 

who wash the clothes and furthermore, they are also the ones who evaluate the products and thus, 

in the end, determine whether or not the product will continue to be used and whether or not to buy 

from the brand in question again in the future.  

  

Lastly, it is also worth mentioning, that the parents are also the ones who make the decision to dress 

their children in a given brand of clothes. The children who are still too young to have an opinion 

on what they wear do not have a say in what brands they like hence they do not make any pre or 

post-purchase decisions. The children who are old enough to have an opinion, on the other hand, 

must be presumed to occasionally have a say in what they wear but as long as the children are still 

only 7 years old or younger, it is still the parents who ultimately make the decision.  
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”It’s primarily her (his partner) who buys the clothes for our child” (Appendix 5, Jens). In most cases, with our 

interviews, we found that the mothers are the ones who do the actual purchasing and thus in most 

cases represent the role of the buyer. In this specific case, the father expresses that it is primarily the 

mother who buys the clothes for their child. The role of the buyer is as mentioned above, one of the 

most important roles since the end decision is made in the purchase situation and thus the individual 

who does the purchasing has the power to change the decision last minute due to e.g. external 

influences.  

 

According to our questionnaire, when asked about how often the men’s partners buy childrenswear 

for their child compared to the men themselves, 69.8% answered that their partner buys more clothes 

than them and only 24.5% answered that they buy an equal amount of childrenswear. Hence, the 

mother represents the buyer in our buying center. 

  

”Nadia lights up when she talks about new clothes” (Appendix 3, Tobias). One of our interviewed fathers 

mentioned when being asked about the family roles that his wife Nadia, lights up when she talks 

about new childrenswear from various brands. He explains that his wife has an interest in 

childrenswear and therefore she buys more clothes for their children than he does. “Nadia is extremely 

conscious about what is cool and trendy for the kids. That is something she is very interested in. With me, it is more 

about what is within the bounds of reasonableness – I’m more financially conscious” (Appendix 3, Tobias). 

According to Tobias, his wife is the one who both has an interest in and the skill when it comes to 

knowing what is fashionable for the children to wear. Tobias himself says that to him it does not 

2% 24%

70%

4%

How much clothes and toys do you partner purchase, 
compared to you?

53 answers

My partner purchases less than me
We purchase around the same amount
My partner purchases more than me

Figure 9: Purchase of clothes, Appendix 13 
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matter as much what they wear as long as it financially is within reason. Nadia holds the decision-

making power but within reason, while Tobias holds the power to veto when he believes something 

is too expensive. This shows that the father, in this household, aligns with the more traditional gender 

family roles described in our theoretical framework. It deviates though because the wife, in this case, 

does not have to ask for permission to buy something but rather takes into account her husband’s 

opinion and values it.         

  

The role of the influencer can be presented by more than one person and very often this is the case 

with family units (Robinson et al. 1967). “If something has been bought which I don’t think is appropriate in 

connection to the weather, this could e.g. be a snowsuit which is not warm enough, then I have an opinion. If this is the 

case, then I will say that it’s not right and that we need to return it” (Appendix 5, Jens). In this particular case, 

the father expresses the fact that he has an influencing power when it comes to the functionality and 

the properness of the piece of clothes that have been bought. The father might not have been 

involved in the actual purchase of the piece of clothes, but he expresses that he does still have some 

power in the post-decision-making and hence has the power to annul the purchase if he sees fit. This 

is an example of how the influencing power can be executed. 

  

“She seemed interested in the toy” (Appendix 5, Jens). In this case, the father expresses that the child 

seemed interested in a given product on a shelve in a store. “She didn’t exactly need that teddy bear, but I 

thought it was so cute the way she was standing there looking at it and reaching for it all the while looking at me with 

her big puppy eyes. It was very cute, and I really couldn’t resist buying it for her” (Appendix 9, Martin). These 

two examples do a very fine job of showing how children can act as influencers to a purchasing 

decision. The children in these cases are influencing the fathers in order to try and get them to buy a 

product and both situations clearly portray that a child can act as an influencing factor.  

“They are in the children’s eyesight and therefore they come to me to talk about it” (Appendix 3, Tobias). This is 

another example of a child influencing their parent. Here the father expresses that the products are 

located right in the children’s eyesight in the stores and because of this the children come and speak 

to him about it. Furthermore, or coding from our interviews clearly suggests that the motivation 

behind the father’s purchases is the happiness of their children.  
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Figure 10: Codings, Appendix 14 

 

Our presented coding suggests that the majority of the fathers expressed that their motivation for 

being a part of the purchasing process was the joy of their children. Hence, the children’s joy or 

interest in a given product can be very influential on the father. Moreover, nagging the parent can 

also be a contributing factor regarding the fathers’ end purchases. It can be argued that when the 

children nag their parents to buy something they can act as a very big influential power. As explained 

in our theoretical section, when a child plays on the parent’s emotions (this can e.g. be by using 

crying, pouting, or other non-verbal strategies) it can have a tremendous effect on the decision-

making. In correlation with our findings regarding the father’s motivation to buy it is not unlikely 

that the children in many cases, play the role of the influencer.   

  

As presented in the theoretical section, influencing can be done in many ways. It can be done through 

direct influencing, where a person clearly states that he or she wants the other person to perform an 

act in order for them to gain something. Or it can also be indirect influence where a person keeps 

their goal in mind and on this basis take action to achieve this goal. The Indirect way can be through 

other people or it can be a child expressing interest and happiness about a product as the above 

situation portrayed, though indirect means that the child is not directly asking the parent to buy the 

product. In regard to our paper and based on our research, the role of the influencer is according to 

our research, given to both the father and the children.           

 

The initiator is as previously mentioned the person who realises the need or the problem and therefore, 

tries to find a solution.  
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Figure 11: Need recognizion, Appendix 13 

 

As shown in the above diagram, the majority of our interviews and our questionnaire indicated that 

the mother was the initiator in regard to childrenswear. To be precise. Our questionnaire showed 

that 75.5% of the fathers believed that it is usually the mother of their child/children who first noticed 

the need and then either acted upon it alone or involved the father right away. In 18.9% of the cases, 

the men believed that both partners are equally good at noticing a need and in the last 5.6% of the 

cases the father believed he was the one first noticing the need. In some cases, we found that the 

father did not always feel appreciated when taking the initiative.  

“I know that if I buy something, my wife will return it and that does not feel good” (Appendix 5, Jens). In this 

particular case, the husband expresses that if he buys something for their daughter, his wife will often 

return the product if they have not agreed upon it beforehand. Furthermore, the husband explains 

that he does not appreciate this behaviour and that it does not feel good when the products he buys 

get returned. Due to this fact the possibility of the men not being the initiators because they don’t 

feel as though they are allowed to make the decisions based on their partners' opinions, presents 

itself. Arguably, the fathers might detain from taking the initiative because they feel their partners 

will not let them or will simply return the products they have bought anyway. Our data is not adequate 

enough though to prove this argument.  

 

The deciders are the individual or individuals who ultimately decides what product is going to be 

bought. The deciders play a large role in the purchasing decision and it is the deciders who influencers 

need to influence in order to have a say in the decision-making.  
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Figure 12: Codings, Appendix 14 

 

Our results from our coding of interviews showed that in regard to the purchase decision, the fathers 

were in 50% of the cases involved in the actual decision-making. This means that fathers in half of 

the cases together with the mothers played the role of the decider.  

On another, maybe a bit more surprising note, the fathers in 87.5% of the cases were involved in the 

evaluation of a given product after the product had been purchased. This means that the fathers in 

more than half of the cases play the role of the approver. The approver is as previously mentioned, the 

one/s that approve the purchase. Since the fathers play such a big role in the post-purchase decision-

making, they also play a big part in any future purchases from either the same brand or the same 

category of products. Most of our interviewed fathers felt that they had a say when discussing 

products and alternatives with their spouses. Therefore, the fathers believe and express that they are 

involved regarding the decider and the approver role. 

  

The gatekeeper is the one who controls what information is being evaluated within the buying 

center/unit and therefore, this person has an exponential influence on the decision-making process 

and the final purchase decision.  

 

The coding results from our interviews (inserted above) clearly state that the fathers are not as big a 

part of the information search as well as the overall search for new products, as the mothers are.  

Most of our respondents acknowledged in their interviews that when it came to the research of what 

product to buy, their partner was usually the one in charge. According to these results, the mother is 
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then the primary gatekeeper. The mother is the one who controls what information is given for 

evaluation and thus controls the knowledge the father possesses in regard to the product/s in 

question. Furthermore, the mother has the power of omitting any information she might find places 

a given product in a negative category, and vice versa. Moreover, she can highlight the positive sides 

of a product in order to make it appear more satisfying in the hopes of the family unit agreeing on 

buying it. Due to this fact, the mother has a very important role and she has a certain power over the 

situation that the other members of the family buying center/unit do not have. 

Subset 

Seen from an overall perspective our data collection indicates that in regard to childrenswear, the 

mother in most cases possesses the role of the buyer, the initiator, the decider, the gatekeeper, and 

the approver. The father possesses the role of the influencer, the decider, and the approver, and the 

children act as influencers and they are also the users. In this respect, the families of whom we have 

interviewed the fathers of, all despite one, live in a more modern family where the more traditional 

family gender roles have been replaced with a decision-making unit where the father’s opinion is also 

taken into consideration concerning the household decisions. According to our results, the majority 

of the fathers we interviewed share the burden of providing for their families with their respective 

partners and both parents have a say in what is being bought.  

Section 3 - Intro 

The following section will provide an answer to our third sub-question: How much are fathers 

involved in each step of the purchasing decision-making process, when purchasing childrenswear? 

The section will serve to analyse our results by further presenting the consumer decision-making 

model in correlation with the level of involvement of the fathers. 

Level of involvement in the buying process 

The results in the previous section show that it is in most cases, not the men who act as the role of 

the initiator (the one who recognises a problem and thus try to find a solution for the problem) or the 

buyer (the one who eventually places the order). They do however take the role of the influencer, who 

possess an active role in the purchase decision-making. This section will analyse the level of influence 

there is from men, in regard to all five steps of the consumer decision-making model. 
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Figure 13: Kotler, 2013 

 

Step 1 - Need recognition  

The results of our research show that only four out of eight fathers recognise that there is a need for 

a new purchase of childrenswear. However, when the fathers in question describe the situation of 

recognising a given need, they use the term We and not I. This is despite, the fact that the formulation 

of the question addressed the fathers and asked them to describe their last purchase and the process 

of it from start till end. E.g.: “We thought that his room was not functional” (Appendix 4, Mark C) and 

“She was at the doctors due to polyps, the experience was not that great for her, which is why we thought she should 

have it as a patch on the wound” (Appendix 3, Tobias). 

  

Using We instead of I indicate that these father’s families make decisions as a unity, based on 

negotiation and agreement, which literature above argues that modern families do. Consequently, 

fathers were asked to explain a purchase-process, where their partner was not involved. By 

rephrasing the question, we learned that what encourages the father to recognise a need, is stimulus 

from the children in situations where they are alone with the child and the child recognises a given 

product as something they would like to own. This often triggers an impulse purchase from the 

fathers. E.g.: “Latest purchase was when Luna got a doll, I did not discuss this purchase with Nadia” (Appendix 

3, Tobias) and “ I’ve bought one thing for her, we were at the zoo and Agnete fell in love with a Teddy Bear and I 

could not resist her, so I ended up buying it for her” (Appendix 9, Martin) and “I Noticed Elif was very interested 

in a game when picking her up from nursery, so I told her mother and she had noticed it too, so I decided to drive over 

and buy the game” (Appendix 6, Alper).  

These impulse purchases are in most cases, described as toys and teddy bears, where fathers are put 

in a situation where the time and motivation, to make a ‘perfect’ decision, are not present, and thereby 

end up purchasing the product in the moment. As described in chapter four, humans are influenced 

by internal and external factors, which in most cases influence the rational choice in making a 

decision. In this case, we see that fathers are quickly influenced by their child and thereby quickly 

recognise a need, in situations where their child actively seeks the products, which in most cases are 
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described as situations in regard to toys. There is no evidence that argues that fathers are being 

actively involved in the first step, in regard to childrenswear. However, there is evidence that argues, 

that fathers tend to trust and lean towards their partner if she feels there is a need.  

  

“Most of the time she (his partner) has already bought a set of clothes for her…. in these cases I 

cannot decide so much… she is good at handling it all, she is better than me, but of course, I come 

along on shopping trips and say for example yes this colour is more beautiful, I do not just want to 

buy a snowsuit just to buy it, I want to read a little about the fabric, etc. beforehand (Appendix 10, 

Mohammed). The mother has in most cases decided that there is a need before the fathers get 

involved in the process. However, in regard to larger items, the father does seem to get included 

faster. This is seen by how the fathers tend to describe the buying situations in relation to 

childrenswear that only involves the purchase of outerwear and shoes. Whereas items such as a small 

set of clothes, in most cases, are bought without including the fathers in step 2, 3, and 4 of the 

consumer decision-making model. 

 
Figure 14: Need recognizion, Appendix 13 

 

Based on the results of the collected data and the results of the survey, the level of involvement in 

the first step is valued to be low. Fathers tend not to be the first ones to recognise a need, in the 

process of purchasing childrenswear and does not always seem to get involved in the three next steps 

of the BDP unless it concerns larger/more expensive items.  

 

Step 2 - Information search  

After recognising that there is a need, the next step is to search for information. The results above 

indicate that it is the mother and not the father, who in most cases first introduces a need for a 
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purchase. The cases where the father recognised a need, was in relation to situations where the child 

wanted something in the moment and therefore the father decided upon an impulse purchase. 

However, the mothers do seem to include the fathers in the larger and more expensive purchases, 

such as with outerwear and shoes. Moreover, when fathers are included in the information search, 

they tend to rely mostly on the internet as a source of information: ”I use google, reviews and YouTube, 

before I make a decision on a product” (Appendix 4, Marc C).“Allergens in food or whether toys contain harmful 

ingredients is what I search for online” (Appendix 3, Tobias). 

  

The biggest concern when searching for information are factors such as health, regulations, fabrics 

and reviews. However, not only the internet is used in the information search. Fathers also use their 

network of other fathers and friends, if they are curious about a given matter. Asking for good ideas 

and tips on what to purchase for their children, is not uncommon for our interviewed fathers. “A lot 

of what we have purchased for our son is because we hear that it’s a good fit with other children” (Appendix 8, 

Morten), and “No, we do not speak about snowsuits. scooters, on the other hand, is something we discuss a lot, but 

no, not clothes” (Appendix 7, Mark J). 

 

The fathers were however split, as one half did not find the subject of childrenswear interesting to 

discuss, whereas the others have had open discussions on what clothes to buy for their children. In 

general, though, they all do not mind asking other fathers (even fathers that they do not know or 

have a relationship with), for information on children’s items. There is a common agreement between 

the fathers, that their partner should mostly be in charge of searching for information in regard to 

childrenswear. The fathers’ involvement in the search is generally due to the concern of health-related 

subjects or to make a price run on a rather expensive item for the child, such as scooters and other 

electronics. 
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Figure 15: Invovlement of search, Appendix 13 

 

We tested our involved fathers’ tendency to search for childrenswear in our survey and the result 

matched what we understood from the data gained through our interviews. Only a few fathers 

participated in the information search, the results of the quantitative data show 3,8 per cent of fathers 

is always involvement and 25 per cent is mostly involvement, whereas 9,6 is never involvement and 

61,5 per cent is only involved in a few cases. 

 

Based on the results of the collected data, the level of involvement in the second step is regarded as 

low. Fathers tend not to get highly involved in the search for childrenswear, they might ask for an 

opinion from a friend, but again they mostly lean towards their partners’ search. The results from the 

survey confirmed this notion, by showing that only 34,6 per cent of the fathers always or in most 

cases, contribute to the information search. 

  

Step 3 – Evaluation of the information   

After the search of information, the next step is the evaluation of the gained research information. 

As seen above, some purchases such as small items of childrenswear such as pants and blouses, are 

first introduced to the fathers, after the purchase has been made. However, in some purchase 

processes (mostly with larger items), fathers tend to actively participate in order to evaluate the best 

suited purchased. 
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Figure 16: Category invovlement, Appendix 13 

 

The items in which fathers were mostly involved in, was measured in the survey. The results match 

what the fathers indicated, throughout our interviews. Shoes and outerwear are seemingly higher, in 

relation to normal clothing. The scale was explained to the fathers as 1 means not involved and 5 

means highly involved. As seen above, the level of high involvement in clothing is only half as high 

as the shoes and outerwear category. Under-five fathers rated shoes and outerwear as 1 (not involved) 

and 2 (minimal involvement) whereas 1 and 2 within clothing are seemingly higher. 

“We spend a lot of time, sharing photos. Isn’t this cute, should we buy this, etc. This is how it’s done” (Appendix 3, 

Tobias). The father’s opinion matters, either he comes along and read something about the fabric 

and comment on the colour as seen with Mohammed’s phrase above or by giving his opinion through 

sharing photos as seen with Tobias’ phrase. Throughout the interviews it is obvious that 

communication between the couples was highly acknowledged, the fathers put a lot of effort into 

explaining how ‘they’ have a say in every decision that concerns the child. The father’s opinion in the 

evaluation process matters and is respected in decision-making, Tobias even goes further and explain 

that he even has “veto-rights” (Appendix 3, Tobias). 
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Figure 17: Respected opinion, Appendix 13 

 

According to our survey, 40.4 per cent of the fathers feel their opinion is always respected, 50 per 

cent of the fathers feel that their opinion is almost always respected and only 9,6 per cent feel that 

their opinion is rarely respected. This means that 90,4 per cent agree that their opinion matter in 

most situations or always. 

Therefore, based on the results of the collected data, the level of involvement in the third step is 

regarded as a medium. This is due to the fact that the fathers’ opinions seem to have a high level of 

matter, but it is not always the case that they are involved or “invited” to give their opinion. In our 

interviews, the fathers tended to express that opinions are always given after the purchase has been 

made. They mostly interfere or evaluate alternatives in regard to larger purchases, one can, therefore, 

argue that in concern to outerwear and shoes, the third step is rated as medium-high, which the 

quantitative data also confirm.    

 

Step 4 – Purchase decision 

Results have shown that the mothers are in most cases, the ones who recognise a need when 

concerning childrenswear, and they also tend to be the ones who search for alternatives. The fathers’ 

opinion matter, however, they are most likely not invited to express it in regard to smaller purchases. 

The interviews also indicated that fathers are more likely to take over the role as the need recogniser 

in regard to toys, which gives the fathers a larger involvement in this area, whereas mothers take over 

the role within childrenswear.   
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Figure 18: Influence, Appendix 13 

 

As seen above, there is a discrepancy between who is most involved in each area. In general, mothers 

are seemingly higher involved than fathers in every category however, as indicated in the interviews, 

fathers’ involvement in the category of toys is highest compared to other categories. 

“In general, we are more 50/50 on who buys what, but when it comes to clothes and toys, she buys 

more clothes and I buy more toys, but that is because of our difference in interest, I think” (Appendix 

8, Morten). Above Morten argues that they are equal on who buys what, but still, he explains that 

there is a difference when it comes to clothing and toys. The mother buys the clothes on most 

occasions, and he believes it is due to their difference in interests. Thus, she is the one who is more 

involved with childrenswear. 

Being the one who actually purchases the products, is more likely to be the mother. As shown 

beneath, 69,2 per cent of fathers agree to the fact that their partner purchases more than himself. 

This, however, does not prove that women as such are the sole purchaser of childrenswear, but it 

does prove that men are less likely to be the ones who actually purchases the product. 
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Figure 19: Purchase, mom vs. father, Appendix 13 

 

Nonetheless, on some occasions, according to our interviews, the father does purchase childrenswear 

or at least come along when the mother purchases it. In these cases, our interviews indicated that the 

fathers were just as involved as the mothers were, though the fathers were actually the ones who 

recognised a need, did the information search, evaluated, and purchased. 

“Normally I send a picture of the item to my wife, so she can accept it. If not, it will be returned” 

(Appendix 5, Jens) and “I once purchased a dress and a pair of shoes for my daughter, when I got 

back my wife gave me thumbs down for the dress” (Appendix 10, Mohammed). These expressions 

indicate that fathers do have an interest in purchasing clothing for their children, they are however 

much dependent on their wives’ opinions. Mohammed explained that his daughter, in the end, got 

to keep the dress, which shows that fathers’ bargaining power in negotiating items such as a dress, 

which traditionally is a category where females dominate, is not necessarily low (Literature review). 

In the actual purchasing phase, our examples above show that fathers tend to follow the 

impulse/careless decision-making style, which in the theory section is described as ‘a person who 

does not plan their shopping and appears unconcerned on how much he spends’ (Theory). The 

impulse purchase is often stimulated by the children’s wants in the moment or by the need. 

”Milo probably gets more than he needs, you can see that in his closet. He never gets to use everything 

he owns. The important things such as rainwear, thermo-wear, and snowsuits are something that gets 

purchased always, but then there will usually come extra items in the basket, such as t-shirts and 

something extra because I find it cool, he does, however, not always get to use it” (Appendix 7, Mark 

J). Mark J confirm that his decision style is not always well researched, and his purchases are 
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sometimes impulsive, as Milo ends up having more clothes than needed. He does not mention either 

brand or design, he does, however, put a lot of weight on prices. “I will go online and search for 

clothes, then I will start to sort and oh this only cost 49kr, oh this is only 29kr, and this is two for 

80kr, then suddenly a lot has been bought. I actually also purchase a lot of second-hand clothes as I 

can get a lot of items for the third of the price” (Appendix 7, Mark J) 

Throughout the interviews, second-hand purchases were spoken highly of by Mark J, Mark C, Martin, 

and Morten, which indicate that although fathers tend to make decisions based on impulses, a factor 

such as price and best offers do trigger them to make an actual purchase. 

 
Figure 20: Prioritize, Appendix 13 

 

As shown in the survey, fathers were asked to rate what they value when they shop for their 

child/children, factors such as brand and design were not as highly rated as low prices and quality, 

the highest-rated factor was the need of their child. Quality was mentioned as a motivational factor, 

of why fathers want to be involved in the purchasing process. Mark C states when being asked what 

motivates him to purchase a product: “Happy children, and the fact that they will get something with high 

quality, I value high quality” (Appendix 4, Mark C). Furthermore, two other factors that seem to also be 

highly rated are the availability of the product and the functionality. Which there is a common 

agreement on by the interviewed fathers. “If there is something, I do not find functional or beautiful, we (he 

and his partner) will talk and then it will be given to recycling” (Appendix 9, Martin). 
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Brands and designs are the two lowest-rated factors, which might indicate that fathers’ knowledge of 

children’s brands is limited. When the fathers in the interviews were asked to mention children’s 

brands, the fathers, in general, gave examples of brands that have been introduced to them, by their 

partner. E.g.: “Pia (his partner) has introduced me (to MOLO) in relation to toys, I know, nickelodeon, Lego, etc.” 

(Appendix 4, Mark C) and “For sure she (his partner) is exposed to something that I am not exposed to, e.g. it is 

her that comes to me to tell me about a new Molo dress or outfit” (Appendix 3, Tobias). Tobias argues that his 

partner is the one who is exposed to marketing, in regard to childrenswear, which makes her the one 

who introduces him to a certain brand. With him surposely not being exposed as much as his partner, 

it makes him less informed on the brands that exist. As a consequence, he has limited knowledge on 

which brands equals high quality, which brands are trendier, or which design each brand represents. 

  

Based on the results of the collected data, the level of involvement in the fourth step is regarded as 

low. Mothers do the most actual purchasing when it comes to childrenswear, however, our interviews 

indicate that fathers are gaining more and more interest in this area and therefore slowly begun to 

purchase clothing, without involving the mother. Nevertheless, our survey still shows clear evidence 

that it is in most cases the mother who does the purchasing. 

 

Step 5 - Post-purchase behaviour 

The results have shown that fathers tend to have low involvement in recognising the need, when 

doing information search, and when making the actual purchase decision. However, we have seen a 

tendency to higher involvement (low to medium) in the post-evaluation stage. Post-purchase 

behaviour is the last stage of the consumer decision-making model, which occurs after the purchase 

has been made. Our interviews indicate that this is the stage where fathers tend to take most action 

and influence the most and thereby increase their level of involvement. 

Morten, (Appendix 8, Morten) expresses: “If I don’t like it, she (his wife) will be told. If she has 

bought something, I think is ugly or something that does not fit our son well, then I will express my 

opinion to her and then we will discuss whether or not to return the item”. He ends his phrase with 

a certain tone in his voice and says; “(…) and my opinion does get heard” (Appendix 8, Morten). 

And as shown in the previous step, Martin also expressed a similar phrase: ”If there is anything which 

I do not find very functional or if it super difficult to dress her in our if I don’t think it is pretty then 
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I will express my opinion to Anna (his partner) and if she agrees then we will pass it on to someone 

else or store it at the attic” (Appendix 9, Martin). 

Ultimately, fathers tend to express their opinion on the purchase that the mother has made. This 

especially concerns whether or not something is ‘ugly’, which 6 out of 8 fathers throughout the 

interviews expressed, was something that they would comment on. Thus, children’s appearance is 

not something only shared by mothers, but also fathers tend to acknowledge. 

 
Figure 21: Expressing opinion, Appendix 13 

 

Whether fathers could think of sharing their opinion with their respected partners, was tested in the 

survey, and showed that 98,1 per cent answered yes. The survey thus, confirmed what the fathers 

expressed in the interview, that the sharing of opinions clearly happens between mothers and fathers. 

A combination of fathers’ tendency to give his opinion and that the fathers’ opinion in most cases 

or every case gets respected by the mother (as seen in the evaluation stage), suggests that fathers play 

an important role in whether the purchased product should be kept, returned or repurchased. 

“If I have a good reason for why e.g. this snowsuit or this other thing is not appropriate for our 

daughter, then I will emphasise my reason and, in the end, she will respect it” (Appendix 10, 

Mohammed). According to our interviews, it seems that the couples tend to negotiate their reasons 

in order to reach an agreement on a certain clothing item. By opening up for their concerns and 

opinions, fathers show that they, in the end, influence this last stage just as much as women. This 

does not only concern the more expensive items, such as shoes and snowsuit but in general it 

concerns all childrenswear. The appearance of the child/children is of concern to the fathers, 

therefore, an ‘ugly’ t-shirt in the eyes of the father, can be a high enough factor for the mothers to 
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return the item. This also goes the other way around. What the father purchases on his own, also can 

get a thumbs down from the mother and thus be returned. 

Based on the results of the collected data, the level of involvement in the fifth step is regarded as 

high. Purchased items are discussed between the mother and the father, and the mother respects the 

fathers’ opinions, which oftentimes will result in the purchase either getting returned, given to 

recycling, or not to be purchased again. Furthermore, fathers tend to give their opinion on 98,1 per 

cent of the purchases within the category of childrenswear, allowing them to be actively involved in 

this stage, by taking part in the discussion on what decision is best suited for their child/children. 

Subset 

The below model illustrates a visualised overview of the gathered results of the father’s involvement 

in purchasing childrenswear for their child/children. 

 

 
Figure 22: Overview over the level of involvement 

 

The father’s level of involvement is often low in the first two stages of the consumer decision-making 

process. These stages are where the need for a specific item occurs and the second stage is where the 

search for the item takes place. The fathers get more involved as the process move on. On the next 

stage, which is the stage of evaluating alternatives, we see a higher level of participation. This is due 

to the fact that the father’s partners in most cases respect the opinion of the fathers. This makes their 

involvement in this stage a medium or a medium to high. The medium level of involvement indicates 

the relation to normal children’s clothing such as pants and shirts and the medium to high stage is 

seen in relation to items such as outerwear and shoes.  

 

On some occasions, the fathers are the actual purchaser, however, the results of our interviews and 

our survey portray the mothers as the ones who in most cases, are the actual purchasers. The fathers 
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are, however, highly involved in the last stage, which is the stage that reflects the post-purchase 

behaviour. Our data also indicate that the fathers, as well as the mothers, spend a high amount of 

time with their child, making them as much of a user of the item as the mother and the child. Hence, 

the functionality is essentially not only seen from the mother’s perspective but also from the fathers. 

While mothers might argue that a certain product is the right purchase decision for their child due to 

a certain brand being favourable to them, fathers might not experience it in the same way. Our results 

indicate that fathers will usually rather argue for the functionality of a given product rather than from 

a brand perspective. This fact can be influenced by many factors, one of which is the level of 

marketing fathers are exposed to, compared to the level of marketing mothers are exposed to, in 

relation to children’s brands, respectively. Referring back to Tobias’ expression: “For sure she (his 

partner) is exposed to something that I am not exposed to, e.g. she comes to tell me about a new Molo dress or a new 

outfit” (Appendix 3, Tobias). 

Section 4 – Intro 

The following section will provide an answer to our fourth sub-question: How are mothers and 
fathers exposed to advertising? For the purpose of simplicity, this section will be divided into three 

different sub-sections. The first section will with the help of quotes from our interviews analyse our 

results from our interviewed fathers. The second section will take its point of departure in our results 

from our questionnaire both in regard to mothers and fathers. Lastly, the third section will analyse 

our interviews with our two professionals Emilie from Konges sløjd and Rikke from Molo, 

respectively. The three sections will provide a thorough analysis of the exposure of advertisements 

in regard to tested and interviewed mothers and fathers.    

Level of marketing exposure to mothers vs. fathers  

Interviewed fathers 

The previous section indicated that mothers are exposed to a higher level of advertisement than 

fathers are when it comes to childrenswear. Because of this fact, fathers are often not as deeply 

involved as the mothers are in the first two stages of the consumer decision-making. Mothers, due 

to the amount of advertising they are exposed to, recognises a need faster than the fathers or even 

simply recognises what can be characterised as unnecessary needs which they would not have needed 

if they had not been exposed to advertisement in the first place suggesting that they need a given 
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product. This section will highlight the actual exposure our female and male respondents experience 

in their everyday life and thereby answer our sub-question number four: How are mothers and 

fathers exposed to advertising? 

 

All our interviewees were asked if they had ever felt any advertisement aimed at them as fathers in 

their everyday life. Now it must be taken into account that not all fathers are probably aware of when 

they are exposed to marketing strategies. This is not just in regard to men but to all humans. As 

explained in our theory section, we as humans are not always aware of when we are exposed or even 

lured to marketing techniques. Marketing can thus, both affect us in a direct or an indirect way. This 

means that when the fathers are being asked if they feel as if they have been exposed to any 

advertisement directed at them as fathers they either might not have felt they have been exposed and 

maybe they haven’t but it could also be that they have indirectly been approached through 

advertisement and that they simply did not realise it. This factor is worth taking into account when 

analysing our data.  

 

”No. I notice in stores like Sportmaster that they show pictures of soccer players which might be directed at men and 

not women” (Appendix 5, Jens). When asked if Jens had noticed any advertisement directed at him as 

a father, he clearly said no. As mentioned, this can be due to the fact that there has not been any 

advertisement that has tried to reach him but it can also be because of the fact that he simply did not 

realise that the advertisement was meant for him in which case the advertisement has not been 

effective enough or including enough or it can mean that the advertisement was more indirect and 

thus Jens did not notice that he was being exposed but it does not necessarily mean that it was not 

effective. Either way, the father, in this case, does not feel included. His second part of the answer 

explains that he does in some cases notice advertisement when it is directed at him. He explains that 

he did, in fact, notice an add about soccer players in a sporting goods store. The reason why he 

noticed this ad can be due to the fact that he simply is more interested in sports than childrenswear 

or maybe again it can have something to do with the fact that he simply has not been exposed to any 

advertisement that was meant to include fathers hence, he did not notice any advertisement directed 

at him because there was none. The quote does, however, show that he is not completely oblivious 

to advertisement. 
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When we asked Jens if he had noticed any advertisement regarding childrenswear which was directed 

at him as a father, online he answered: ”I notice other advertisements like travel ads but not clothes or toys ads. 

I do, however, remember a LEGO ad where the child is playing with its father” (Appendix 5, Jens). This quote 

is very important because it clearly shows that even though the father answered no when being asked 

if he felt like he had been exposed to any advertisement which was directed at him as a father, it 

seems he actually has been exposed to some degree. Whether or not the advertisement from LEGO 

was indeed intended for fathers or mothers or both parents we can’t know for sure, but it is clear to 

see that the advertisement that included a father got attention from Jens. This indicates that when 

companies include a fatherly or male aspect in their advertisement they get noticed by the men and 

it can be argued that by including the men/fathers in this way (especially when it comes to toys) the 

companies might be able to reach the fathers and thus get more attention from them. 

  

The LEGO ad which Jens mentioned might also have another hidden aspect to it. LEGO’s target 

audience is not just young children. LEGO makes toys for almost all ages and thus their 

advertisement might also be directed more towards adults than other toy brands.   

  

As the photo presents, LEGO has a target audience 

from 0-99 years old. This can potentially mean that 

by putting a man/father in one of their ads LEGO 

might both be promoting their products specifically 

for men hence, specifically targeting both children 

and men and not necessarily in connection to each 

other. It can also mean though that LEGO is 

targeting the man as a father. Lastly, there is also the 

aspect of interest. There is a chance that Jens noticed 

the ad simply because he finds LEGO interesting. We 

will never know for sure, but one thing is clear and 

that is that Jens noticed that the advertisement 

presented a male/fatherly aspect in it. 

 

Picture Documentation 2: Source: LEGO’s official 

Facebook page, 2019 
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”Maybe more where I have myself been searching for something and then I get stocked by ads 

afterwards” (Appendix 4, Mark C). 

Mark C explains above that when it comes to advertisement directed at him as a father, he has noticed 

an increase in the advertisement after he actively has been searching online for a given product for 

his kids. Mark C is not the only father who has this opinion. Mark J shares his opinion and expressed 

when being asked if he feels as if he has been targeted as a farther: “No, I don’t think so. I can clearly see 

if I have searched for something online then the next time, I log on to e.g. Facebook then the product I have searched 

for pops up on my page” (Appendix 7, Mark J). Clearly, these two fathers noticed to some degree that 

they are being targeted and that they are exposed to an online advertisement.  

 

“If you are thinking about whether I think there have been any ads targeting fathers rather than 

mothers?” (…) “I don’t think so. I actually think that that is very rare.” (Appendix 4, Mark C). Of 

course, the above statement is a personal opinion and the validity of it is subjective, but it does paint 

a picture of Mark C as a father who does not feel included in the advertisement for childrenswear. 

In his opinion, fathers are not included in the target audience when it comes to childrenswear. ”No. 

If it’s in relation to children's ads, then I don’t think there is anything targeting men. It seems to be 

either targeting the children or the mothers” (Appendix 4, Mark C). When asked about the ads that 

emerged online after Mark C himself had been searching for a children’s product online and whether 

or not these ads have been specifically targeting men, he answered that, in his opinion, the ads are 

usually targeting the children or the mothers. This is a statement Mohammed and Tobias partly agrees 

with: “I don’t really think advertisement is addressing fathers, it’s more just both parents” (Appendix 

10, Mohammed).”I’m not pointed out through any specific channels. No one sends me any emails. 

Yes of course when I have bought clothes online then I get a lot of follow up emails but besides that, 

I don’t feel bombarded” (Appendix 3, Tobias). In relation, one of our other respondents answered 

that he does not feel like he is massively targeted by children related companies. He explains that he 

does, just like Mark C and Mark J explained, receive a lot of follow-up advertisement after he has 

actively been searching and buying things online but that he does not feel like there is any additional 

advertisement targeted at him as a father. When asked specifically again if he has noticed any 

advertisement directed at him as a father at any time in any of his children’s life’s he answered: “I 

must be honest and say not enough for me to have noticed it. There has probably been advertisement 
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to some extent but not enough that I have noticed it. I’m usually pretty good at sorting in 

advertisement” (Appendix 3, Tobias). 

 

As quoted above, Tobias has not noticed any advertisement that seemed addressed to men. He goes 

on explaining that he is usually pretty good at sorting in ads and gives the impression that he is also 

very observant when it comes to ads, creating the illusion that he would indeed have noticed if 

something was aggressively being pushed directly at him. One of our other fathers Martin shares the 

same opinion and expresses: “I haven’t noticed anything directly targeted at me as a father” (Appendix 9, 

Martin). 

Our last two respondent fathers, Alper and Morten agrees with the rest of the fathers when being 

asked if they have noticed any specific advertisement directed at them as fathers by saying: “No not 

really. I don’t feel like there is anything that is addressed at me as a father, it’s very much a female world. So for 

example when I step into a store there is not much that addresses me it’s more for the children or the mother” 

(Appendix 8, Morten) and “No, not really” (Appendix 6, Alper). But where Alper deviates from the 

rest of our respondent fathers is on the fact that he explains previously in his interview that he does 

not usually buy things for his daughter. He does agree with the other fathers however, that on the 

rare occasion where he does go to a store he does not experience any advertisement directed at him 

as a father. Hence, he does not buy products over the internet. He does mention that he sometimes 

shops for himself online but because he previously mentioned that he does not shop for his children 

online he probably has not been exposed to advertisement promoting children’s products. Given the 

fact that his wife is a stay-at-home mom who is responsible for buying all the clothes and toys for 

their child and due to the fact that their family roles are more traditional than our other respondents’, 

it makes sense that he would not experience the same amount of online cookie exposure (of any 

children related kind) as our other respondent experience.   

Subset 

All our respondents seem to share the same opinion and perception when it comes to an 

advertisement in general but also more specifically when it comes to online advertisement. They seem 

to believe that the sparse advertisement that they do experience is more so created for the mothers 

and children rather than the fathers. Furthermore, it seems that must of our respondent fathers are 
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for the most part aware when they are being advertised to and they are not completely ignorant of 

the effect that this direct and indirect advertisement can have on them.   

Questionnaires 

 
Figure 23: Mother exposure, Appendix 13  

 

This model explains to which extend, the mothers who answered our questionnaire, felt like they 

have been exposed, over time, to advertisement pushing children products. As the model shows, 52.6 

per cent of the mothers felt they had been highly exposed, 30.9 per cent felt they had been exposed 

to a fair amount of advertisement, 13.4 per cent felt like they had been exposed to a low degree and 

lastly, 3.1 per cent believed that they had never been exposed to any advertisement promoting 

children’s products. According to this data, 96.9 per cent of the mothers felt as if they had been 

exposed to at least some kind of advertisement promoting children’s products. 

 

 

3%13%
31%53%

To what extent have you been exposed to the marketing of  
children related items?

97 answers

Never exposed In smaller cases To some degree Greatly
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Figure 24: Fathers exposure, Appendix 13 

 

This model demonstrates the father’s responses when being asked to what degree they felt like they 

had been exposed to any advertisement regarding children’s products. 3.7 per cent of the fathers 

believed they had been highly exposed, 17 per cent answered that they felt exposed to a fair amount 

of advertisement, 49.1 per cent answered they had been exposed to a low degree, 30.2 per cent 

answered that they had never been exposed to any kind of advertisement promoting children’s 

products. Hence, 69.8 per cent of the fathers felt they, in some way, had been exposed to 

advertisement promoting children’s products.  

  

If we compare these two models, it is clear to see that the female respondents, the mothers, feel like 

they are being exposed to a much larger degree than the fathers. 96.9 per cent of the women feel 

exposed to at least some kind of advertisement, compared to only 69.8 per cent of the men feeling 

exposed. The biggest variance in the two models probably lies with the never exposed answers. When 

it comes to the female respondents, only 3.1 per cent believes they have never been exposed whereas 

only 30.2 per cent of the male respondents believe they have never been exposed. This number varies 

greatly and there might be numerous different reasons for this. Perhaps the female respondents are 

better at recognising advertisement than the male respondents or they might be more aware of it 

because they have a greater interest in the products than the men do. Meaning, the men might not 

notice the advertisement for children’s products and particularly childrenswear because they, in most 

cases, don’t share the same interest in children’s products as the female respondents do. In order to 

know for sure, further research needs to be done.  

30%

49%

17%4%

To what extent have you been exposed to the marketing of  
children related items?

53 answers

Never exposed In smaller cases To some degree Greatly
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Figure 25: Exposure aimed at mothers, Appendix 13 

 

This model illustrates how many mothers felt like they had been exposed to advertisement for 

children’s products where it was clear that the advertisement was aimed at mothers directly. Here 

73.2 per cent answered that they felt exposed, 23.7 per cent felt they had been exposed to an 

advertisement for children’s product aimed specifically for mothers and 3.1 per cent answered that 

they had never been exposed to any kind of advertisement.    

 

 
Figure 26: Exposure aimed at fathers, Appendix 13 

 

This model illustrates the fathers' answer to the same question, respectively if they felt like they had 

been exposed to any advertisement promoting children’s products that was clearly aimed at them as 

fathers. Here 7.5 per cent answered that they felt like they had experienced advertisement that was 

73%
24% 3%

Have you been exposed to marketing of  children related items, 
where it was obvious aimed at you as a mother?

97 answers

Yes No I have not been exposed to any marketing

8%

79%

13%

Have you been exposed to marketing of children related items, where it 
was obvious aimed at you as a father?

53 answers

Yes No I have not been exposed to any marketing
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specifically aimed at them as a father, 79.2 per cent answered they had not, and 7.5 per cent answered 

they had never been exposed to any advertisement.  

  

If we compare the two models, there is a strong indication of more women feeling targeted and 

included by the advertisement they have been exposed to and an indication that shows that the men 

do not feel the advertisement they have been exposed to has actually been aimed at them or has been 

very including of fathers. Again, the same arguments which were provided above are still applicable 

here. The fathers may be ignorant to the advertisement they are exposed to or a lack of interest in 

the products can also play a big part in them not noticing any advertisement but there is also a 

possibility that the fathers are simply not the target group of the companies in the same way the 

mothers are and thus, they do not experience the same amount of advertisement as the 

women/mothers do.  

 

 
Figure 27: Purchase of clothes, Appendix 13 

 

This model indicates the father’s opinion. It indicates (in the father’s opinion) how often his partner 

buys clothes or toys for their child compared to how often he himself buys clothes and toys for their 

child. The model shows that 69.8 per cent of the fathers believe that the mother buys more clothes 

and toys for their child, 24.5 per cent believes that both parties buy the same amount, 1.9 per cent 

believes their partner buys less than them and lastly, 3.8 answered that they don’t know. According 

to this model respectively, the women are the primary shoppers when it comes to the children 

2%

24%

70%

4%

How much clothes and toys do you partner purchase, compared to 
you?

53 answers

My partner purchases less than me We purchase around the same amount

My partner purchases more than me I dont know
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products. The model also shows that in about a quarter of the families the partners actually share the 

responsibility, and, on these occasions, the father also acts as the buyer. It is, of course, important to 

mention that these are the opinions of the fathers and it has the possibility to deviate slightly from 

the truth. Some fathers might wish they played a bigger part in the purchasing’s for their children 

and thus gives the impression that they are more involved than what they really are and other fathers 

might believe that they buy the same amount of children’s products as their partners but it might not 

essentially be true. Furthermore, it is possible that the fathers buy the same amount as the mothers, 

but this could also be because the mothers have requested them to buy something and the question 

is then are the mothers then the actual buyer? There are many variables to take into consideration 

when analysing our data and the responses of the men and the mentioned variables can possibly have 

impacted the answers, but the answers might also be correct. This is not something we can possibly 

know just by analysing on these answers but something that would require further research. 

Subset 

According to our analysed data in the above section, it seems that the mothers, to a very high degree, 

feel as if they have been exposed to advertisement of children’s brand. On the other hand, the fathers, 

to a very high degree, do not feel as if they have been exposed. Moreover, almost three-quarters of 

the mothers feel as if they have been exposed to advertisement that was specifically targeting them 

as a mother where almost three-quarters of the fathers feel like they have not been targeted by 

advertisement directly as fathers. Lastly, it seems to be a general understanding both from the 

mothers’ side as well as from the fathers’ side that it is indeed the mothers who, in the majority of 

the cases, act as the role of the buyer when it comes to children’s products.  

Professional respondents  

This section will serve the purpose of analysing our two interviews with respectively, Konges sløjd 

brand manager and interim CEO, Emilie Eberhardt and Molo Product & Marketing director, Rikke 

Jepsen. The section will start with an in-depth analysis of our interview with Emilie from Konges 

sløjd and thereafter an in-depth analysis of our Molo interview with Rikke. The section will end with 

a subset consisting of our results from our findings.    
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Konges sløjd, Emilie Eberhardt interview  

”All of our retailers do our advertising for us. That’s the way we do advertisement. We have 1800 

retailers in 82 countries, and they are the ones who do all the advertisement. So, we use our Instagram 

account but they (the retailers) are the ones who make sure that we get out there.” (Appendix 11, 

Emilie). According to the brand manager and interim CEO of Konges sløjd, Emilie Eberhardt, 

Konges sløjd do advertisement a lot differently than most other companies. Emilie explains that their 

retailers work as their advertisers because they take photos and post on their own Instagram accounts 

and Facebook pages etc. and then Konges sløjd reposts the photos on their accounts afterward. 

Thus, the retailers act as a customer channel. Furthermore, the retailers are the ones who take photos 

and promote the products directly to their clientele which provides Konges sløjd with a large range 

of customers. The thing about this is that we can’t get any information about how Konges sløjd’s 

retailers think in regard to men/fathers. There is no possible way for us to know if Konges sløjd’s 

overall advertisement in some way keeps the fathers in mind because the retailers act as marketers 

for Konges sløjd and we do not have any information on how they think and what kind of an online 

universe they have. Therefore, the information we have available and the information on which we 

can base our analysis is limited to the information that Emilie can provide us with.  

  

”We don’t have a marketing budget. We don’t have anyone hired to 100 per cent handle our PR and 

marketing, we take that very lightly” (Appendix 11, Emilie). 

Emilie goes on expressing that they don’t have a marketing department or anyone who is responsible 

for the promotional work. Meaning, Konges sløjd is very dependent on their retailers in order to get 

their brand “(…) out there” (Appendix 11, Emilie).  

  

When asked about who their target audience is Emilie says right away: “Mothers” (Appendix 11, 

Emilie). She then goes on saying:”But we don’t have a specific target audience, at all. On the contrary, 

we really try to be as open as we can for everyone” (Appendix 11, Emilie). On one hand, she 

expresses that their target audience is mothers and on the other hand, she expresses that they do not 

have a target audience. Hence, we did not receive a straight answer on this specific question, and 

therefore, it is difficult for us to exactly determine their opinion when it comes to fathers having 

potential as customers regarding childrenswear. It seems that the answer that first comes into Emilie’s 

head is mothers and then once she actually thinks her answer through she changes it. Here it can 
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thus be argued that the first answer is the correct answer because it is the raw unfiltered answer. 

Although this is speculation and we have no way of determining this notion.   

 

Konges sløjd primary manufactures clothes for children but they have also created a so-called 

‘Mommy & Me’ collection. This collection includes a couple of styles which have been made both in 

children sizes and adult sizes. Hence, our interview suggests that Konges sløjd do think a lot about 

how they can include mothers and furthermore, how they can get their retailers, to advertise to 

mothers.  

 

When asked about who they have tried to reach out to Emilie says: “Well, we definitely do want to 

reach the fathers but it’s a segment which I don’t believe we can reach, at all. I don’t think fathers 

could care less” (Appendix 11, Emilie). Emilie here makes a very powerful statement. It explains how 

Konges sløjd perceive their male audience. They simply do not believe that fathers care about the 

clothes their children wear or that they have any interest in the matter. Furthermore, Emilie does not 

believe that they have the ability to reach a male audience. She goes on by saying: “We were actually 

laughing yesterday because we could see, on our Instagram account, that a mother had 

commented…”loooook!”… Or something like that on one of the pictures we have posted and then 

the husband had written…” that’s really pretty” … and we were laughing because he must have been 

sitting there, writing it, to be nice. It really just seems like, it does not matter much, for men” 

(Appendix 11, Emilie). This statement indicates that the thought of men being interested in their 

brand and overall being interested in childrenswear is ridiculous to Emilie and thus, to Konges sløjd. 

They do not believe that the men/fathers are actually generally interested even when they post 

something positive on their accounts. Whether or not this is true cannot be confirmed based on this 

interview alone. It can be argued though, that our interviews with men and our questionnaire paints 

a different picture. Fathers might not be interested in the same way as mothers are, but does that 

mean that they are not interested at all? 

  

“There is 100 per cent some of our products that a man will probably find sweet, there is no doubt 

about that, but I don’t think that will make him a fan of Konges sløjd. It’s more the mothers” 

(Appendix 11, Emilie). According to our research, there is not really anything that proves or even 

back up this statement but again the statement does a good job of painting a picture of the overall 
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opinion Konges sløjd has on fathers and the male part of their customers. Furthermore, it does 

suggest a certain generalisation when it comes to male customers and their interest in the brand and 

overall industry. In connection to this, when asked about if they have considered using a different 

platform than Instagram in order to reach more men, Emilie goes on by saying: “Maybe we are 

ignorant, but I don’t know which platform that should be (…)” “But maybe it’s possible. LinkedIn 

(laughs) we can create an account there” (Appendix 11, Emilie). These two quotes propose two 

different aspects. Firstly, they indicate that the role of the male consumer is not really taken seriously 

at Konges sløjd. On more than one occasion, Emilie laughs about men being interested in the aspect 

of clothes for their children and she even explained in one of the previously presented quotes that it 

is not only her who finds the subject humoristic but that it is a general perception in the Konges sløjd 

office. Secondly, she does indicate a certain prejudice when it comes to family gender roles. She 

makes fun of the fact that they (Konges sløjd) should create an account on LinkedIn in order to 

attract fathers and the male customers thus, denoting that men are more interested in business 

platforms than lifestyle platforms. It would take more research to verify or falsify whether or not this 

is true, but a certain generalisation in gender roles can be detected in her statements.  

  

When asked if they consider there to be a value in a male audience for their brand and whether or 

not they consider this possible value when they are creating a new product Emilie answered: “Right 

now, all our sales, are 100 per cent women so if we could double that due to men starting to buy our brand, then that 

would be amazing” (Appendix 11, Emilie). Then she goes on by saying: “Men purchase on our website, they 

do, but we believe that they are buying it (the products) for the women or that the women are ordering it in the men’s 

name to get it delivered to his office address. It’s pretty difficult to track” (Appendix 11, Emilie). Two interesting 

aspects can be extracted from this. Firstly, Emilie expresses that she does indeed believe that there is 

value in fathers and that she does believe it is desirable for them as a company to reach this segment. 

Secondly, she explains that right now all of their sales or, as she puts it, 100 per cent of their sales are 

due to female purchasing. But later she explains that some of their orders are ordered in male names 

and that men are buying from their webpage too. The confusing part is that she goes on explaining 

that they (Konges sløjd) believe that either the men who order from them do so because the women 

tell them to or the women order in their husband’s name for delivering purposes. It seems Emilie 

and thus Konges sløjd is confused about how many male customers they have and on top of that 

how many of these are actually acting on their own. Whether or not this notion is true or false is not 
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possible for us to know without further research but Emilie/ Konges sløjd send a clear indication 

that they don’t really consider there to be value in a male segment. Lastly, it seems that Konges sløjd 

themselves are confused about what their opinion is regarding men as their target group and 

furthermore if there is any value to them in regard to childrenswear and ultimately their own brand. 

Molo, Rikke Jepsen interview  

When asked about their target audience Rikke explains: ”I think if I have to say something specific, 

then it’s the urbane population. It’s someone who lives in cities, larger cities. Because our products 

are in the medium-medium plus price range then there will probably be some kind of income in 

regard to our target audience and then we not only address women, but we also try and get the men 

on board” (Appendix 12, Rikke). The first thing Rikke addresses when asked about Molo’s target 

audience is more the kind of person that they are trying to reach and not so much the gender of the 

person. She moves on by explaining that they do try and reach both mothers and fathers. According 

to Rikke, Molo tries not to limit their target audience and instead of thinking heavily on the gender 

they try and think more of the personality of their audience and then create content for that type of 

personality.  

  

“It’s very much through our design that we try to cover our self and be just as strong on the design 

that appeals to men as to women and then it’s also got something to do with our visual universe. It’s 

not so girly girl. Our design has something rough about it. It’s very rare that it’s got something to do 

with a cornfield and a girl with long wavy hair. That’s rare” (Appendix 12, Rikke). 

The way Molo connect with men is not so much through direct advertisement or a special kind of 

channel or platform. Molo tries to keep their male audience in mind when they create content. They 

rarely create something that is exclusively for mothers. Rikke stresses several times throughout the 

interview, the importance of Molo keeping fathers in mind when creating content. They do not have 

a specific advertisement strategy that addresses fathers and they do not focus on reaching men 

through different ways than from how they reach mothers. They simply, according to Rikke, try to 

make their brand appeal to both the female and the male parents. 

 

Molo has in the past done collaborations with influencers and they still sometimes do. They see great 

potential in reaching a new clientele through different influencers and when asked whether or not 
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they have collaborated with any male influencers Rikke answered: “Yes, In Denmark there is a male 

influencer called, fartilfirepiger with whom we have done a collaboration with” (Appendix 12, Rikke). Rikke also 

expresses the importance of choosing influencers who have a matching theme in regard to Molo. In 

Molo’s eyes, it is important that the influencers which they collaborate with supports their overall 

theme. Furthermore, it is important to Molo not to cut themselves off from the male parents but 

instead use the strength of roughness which their brand possess in order to include the fathers.   

  

When asked about how many male followers they have on their Instagram account Rikke answered: 

“I don’t remember exactly how many we have, but they are there” (Appendix 12, Rikke). Despite the fact that 

Rikke does not remember exactly how many of their followers are men, she is confirming that it is 

not just women who enjoy Molo’s online platform/ universe but that men also like to follow them. 

This, in some way, indicates that their method of creating more rough themes probably, to some 

extent, has had an impact on their following range and has allowed them to attract a male audience 

as well as a female one. 

” I think we create products that men as well as women can relate to. In that way, we do not just 

advocate for the female audience even though we know in many cases they are the ones who 

determine the purchase decision or is at least a part of it. We are very much aware that everything 

does not get too feminine” (Appendix 12, Rikke). Rikke explains that Molo is very much aware of 

the fact that they need to create designs and products that can allow for the male audience to feel 

included and to be on board with their clothes. Again, they want the men to feel like they can relate 

to Molo and furthermore, Rikke expresses that Molo believes that it is the mothers who in most 

cases make the purchasing decision and if not, they at least influence it. This is an interesting belief 

and it is a belief our primary data supports. Both our interviews with fathers and our questionnaire 

supports this claim and it shows a lot of insight from Molo in regard to being aware of this fact and 

still keeps the fathers in mind when creating their visual universe and still value their opinion and 

value them as customers.         

  

At the very end of our interview with Rikke from Molo, we asked her if she believed that there is a 

potential in fathers concerning them being customers and in regard to addressing them vs. only 

addressing mothers. Rikke answered: “Yes definitely. At least with the visual universe that we have” 

(Appendix 12, Rikke). Rikke here indicates that the degree of potential in fathers lies within the brand 
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itself and the visual expression that defines it. Rikke believes that the reason Molo has had success 

with attracting a male audience is because of all the previously presented facts. She believes that in 

regard to Molo there is definitely great potential in fathers because they have managed to create a 

universe that is not just all about girls and mothers. They have created a brand that speaks to 

everyone. There is childrenswear that speaks to the very girly girls, there are clothes that speak to 

tomboys and boys. Furthermore, Molo has clothes with prints of all different activities or interest 

that allow them to capture almost every personality. They have clothes with animals on it, clothes 

with stars and moons on it and the list go on. No matter the child’s or the parent’s interests there 

should be something for them, gender put aside. Rikke seems to believe that because of this fact they 

have been successful in luring in a male audience. If this is true or not is not something, we can 

confirm based on our data, but it could be an interesting discussion.     

Subset 

Our results from our two professionals responded in two very different opinions on the matter. 

Firstly, it is important to mention that Konges sløjd and Molo are two very different childrenswear 

companies. Molo has been around since 2003 and is thus a very established older Danish brand. 

Konges sløjd released their first childrenswear collection in 2014 and even though they have been an 

established company for a couple of years now there might still be a difference in recognition. 

Nevertheless, it can be argued that most fathers probably are new to the industry of childrenswear 

when they have their first child and therefore perhaps don’t know any of the two brands beforehand 

hence, it can be argued that even though Molo has been on the market longer it does not matter to 

new parents because every brand can be new to them. Secondly, the two companies have very 

different visual expressions and their online creative universes on their media platforms are very far 

from each other.      

 

In regard to marketing and advertising, Molo has a marketing department that handles all their 

marketing-related tasks. Molo has a marketing budget and they use this to create their very own visual 

universe all over the world. Konges sløjd does things very differently. Konges sløjd do not have a 

specific marketing department nor a marketing budget and they make use of their retailers to get 

their products “(…) out there” (Appendix 11, Emilie). This means that Molo has more creative 

freedom and more creative space to tailor their visual expression to a specific target audience but the 
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largest difference between the companies is Emilie’s and Rikke’s (which ultimately means Konges 

sløjd’s and Molo’s) very deviant opinion on the potential of fathers. Emilie explains that within 

Konges sløjd there is a humoristic perception of their male sales and that they do not really believe 

that fathers care about their products. Rikke does not share this opinion. According to Rikke, they 

at Molo take their male customers and fathers in general very seriously. Rikke explains that they 

always try and include fathers in their advertisement and their creation of new products.  

  

Our two professional interviews present some very interesting results in regard to differences in 

opinion between Konges sløjd and Molo. The interviews also lead to a very interesting discussion 

regarding visual branding and theme of the brand in question vs. the male customer’s level of interest 

in the company. Lastly, it shows the big difference there is in the perception of potential in fathers 

as customers when it comes to childrenswear and it seems the industry of childrenswear is divisive 

on the subject. 

Concluding remarks on the Analysis 

All in all, it seems that all of our interviewed fathers, except one, alongside with the majority of our 

questionnaire fathers share the same modern family household where the fathers take part in the day-

to-day caregiving of their children as well as taking part in the household choirs. In the case with our 

single dad interviewee, it can be concluded that he too lives more modern than traditional since he 

shares the purchasing responsibility with the mother of his child as well as being the primary caregiver 

of their child. Overall with our interviews, we had one father who lives in a more traditional way, and 

he was not very much involved with the purchasing decisions in regard to his child who was under 

7 years old.     

 

Seen from an overall perspective our data collection indicated that concerning childrenswear, the 

mothers primarily serve as the role of the buyer, the initiator, the decider, the gatekeeper, the user, 

and the approver. The father, however, possesses the role of the influencer, the user, the decider, 

and the approver, and the children act as influencers and also take the role of the users. In this 

respect, it seems that the families that we have included for our research primarily live in more 

modern families where the more traditional family adult gender roles have been replaced with a 

decision-making unit in which the father’s opinion is also taken into consideration when it comes to 
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household decisions. Moreover, our data indicate that because of the fact that, for the most part, all 

the respective adults in the families have an equal relationship when it comes to sharing the burden 

of providing for the family, they also have a more equal communicative relationship when it comes 

to making decisions regarding purchases for their children.     

  

Our research and data present a very visual representation of the family decision-making process and 

furthermore, it reveals that fathers are predominantly not included in the first two stages regarding 

the consumer decision-making model but are more likely to be involved later on in the process. Our 

data shows that fathers are more often involved in the evaluation of alternatives and moreover, they 

are almost always included in the post-decision-making stage. The fathers express in almost all cases 

that they have a say when it comes to the clothes their children wear and if they do not like something, 

the mother has purchased, they feel that their opinion is being heard and that they have an influence 

on whether or not the products get returned. 

  

In connection with the advertisement, all our respondents seem to share the same opinion and 

perception. The fathers seem to believe that the sparse advertisement that they do experience is more 

so created for the mothers and children rather than for their fathers. Additionally, according to our 

analysis of our data, it seems that the mothers, to a very high degree, feel as if they have been exposed 

to the advertisement of children’s brands. Over half of the mothers who participated in our 

questionnaire feel they have been exposed to an advertisement promoting childrenswear that was 

specifically targeting them as a mother. Almost an equal number of fathers felt like they had never 

been targeted by an advertisement that targeting them directly as fathers. 

 

Our results from our two professionals presented two very different opinions on the matter of fathers 

and advertisement. Molo seems to value their male audience very highly and try to include them in 

everything they create whereas Konges sløjd simply does not know how to include a male audience 

in their product line and visual universe. Furthermore, our analysis showed that Molo takes fathers 

very seriously were, on the other hand, Konges sløjd seems to find fathers’ interest in childrenswear 

more humoristic than serious. Lastly, on the basis of our data, it can be concluded that mothers 

experience to a much larger degree advertisement for childrenswear directed directly towards them 

as mothers than the fathers do. 
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Chapter 6 

The sixth chapter will discuss the findings of this research. A discussion on similarities and 

differences between early studies and our study, will be provided followed by a discussion on how 

the presented theory on marketing, can influence this study and lastly a discussion on how the two 

interviewed brands, different approaches may or may not have influenced fathers. The discussion is 

followed by a section of recommendations that will present and discuss strategies on how 

childrenswear brands can take advantage of the societal change on gender roles regarding the Danish 

household.  

Discussion 

In the third chapter, we presented early studies on family constellations and the purchasing roles in 

a modern family. However, these studies did not represent Danish fathers in current time, and their 

participation in the purchase of childrenswear. Therefore, a data collection of more recent and precise 

information on household chores and involvement in purchasing decision was gathered. Knowledge 

of fathers’ participation and roles in the childrenswear purchases, together with information on the 

level of marketing the fathers and mothers were exposed to, was presented in the analysis. These 

results, will in this section, be discussed in relation to how previous studies have presented the roles 

in the decision-making process in concern with household purchases, and whether the results of our 

analysis provide new and relevant information to marketers. 

The early studies vs. this study 

Early studies showed that modern couples share the financial burden of the household, which 

provides women with a larger dominance than before seen, in relation to how money is spent. 

Fathers, on the other hand, have entered the role of a caregiver for the child/children, which has 

strengthened his dominance in the area of decisions that involves children. In which, broadly 

speaking, is why decisions made in modern families today are based on negotiation and agreement. 

These findings correspond with the roles of the family presented in our analysis. Mothers and fathers 

share the financial burden and are equal in relation to household chores. Their relationship is based 

on communication and the difference in opinions seems highly respected. 
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The research presented in chapter three has not measured the level of involvement by fathers, in the 

purchase of childrenswear, it did, however, reveal that involvement/dominance in household 

purchases are much related to the roles within a household. The latest study we were able to access, 

which specifically measured a Danish household, was made in the late 80s and revealed that men and 

women are dominant in their respective traditional product areas, in relation to the two first steps of 

the decision-making process (Jensen, 1990). However, the family roles and chores in the family 

household subsequently have changed, leading us to the question of what is the respective traditional 

product area today? 

The interviews with fathers indicated that there is no traditional product area within a Danish 

household and that roles are not gender-specific. With this information alone, one might argue that 

fathers’ dominance on childrenswear, is just as high as the mothers’. However, the analysis revealed 

that mothers are the ones who, in the majority of cases, recognises the need and thus make the actual 

purchase of the childrenswear. Thus, theory and literature argue that the role the mother takes is 

indeed the most dominant, as she is the initiator and buyer. 

Nevertheless, the fathers’ role as an influencer still, in fact, has a relevant notion on the outcome of the 

purchase. Fathers’ involvement in the consumer decision-making model, display his relevance. This 

is especially in evaluating the alternatives and evaluating after a purchase has been made. Hence, 

fathers may not pursue the dominant role in regard to childrenswear, but they do however have a 

rather high impact when it comes to the post-decision-making process of a purchase of a product 

for their child/children. This alone, gives a reasonable argument, why fathers are a relevant target 

group to reach, in regards to advertising childrenswear. Another argument is the fact that the role of 

the caregiver has increased the fathers’ dominance/bargaining power within the area of decision-

making concerning the children. As caregivers, fathers are more involved with the child/children. 

This was especially witnessed in the interviews when fathers were asked to describe their 

child/children. This high involvement and strong knowledge on their child’s/children’s need/s and 

interest/s, their likes, and dislikes, make their opinion even stronger and thereby they possess the 

power to influence the decision-making process to suck a high degree, that the product will be 

returned or recycled. 

Nonetheless, as shown in the analysis, these fathers are not exposed to the same amount of 

advertisement as the mothers are. Our analysis revealed that childrenswear brands lack in skill when 

it comes to communicating and marked directly to fathers. It was clear that the fathers did not feel 
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targeted as much as the mothers and that if fathers were exposed to advertising, they did not feel that 

it was directly aimed towards them as fathers. Not being exposed to the same amount of direct 

marketing can be argued to have an effect on two relevant factors in the analysis presented below. 

•  One, no exposure, can mean no need recognition and thereby induce fathers as being the 

initiator in regards to children wear. 

• Two, no exposure, can be the reason why fathers do not seem to have any clear 

attachment to any children clothing brands. 

These two points will be elaborated on in the following section. 

Marketing and its Influence on need recognition 

The results of our analysis show that mothers are exposed to more advertisement than the fathers 

are and this advertisement is directly aimed at reaching the mothers. Meaning, that even though a 

small percentage of fathers have, to some extent, been exposed to marketing, the number of fathers, 

feeling that the marketing was directly aimed to reach them as fathers, were even smaller. As 

presented in chapter three, studies have shown that there are two factors that hold a powerful 

influence from the beginning of the decisions-making process and all the way to the end of the 

process. These two key factors are external and internal influencing factors. Marketing activities are 

argued to be an external factor, which as stated above, can influence the decision-making process. 

The fact that mothers are the ones who in general are exposed to a larger amount of marketing, 

which is directly aimed at them as mothers, give reasons to suspect that mothers are the ones who, 

in the end, pursue the role as the need recogniser or the initiator, because she is the one, who is stimulated 

by external factors. These external factors are marketing and branding factors, from children’s 

clothing companies. Consequently, this means that the lack of stimuli from marketing exposure 

towards fathers can be the reason (or at least be a contributing factor) to the results of fathers not 

playing the dominating role as the initiator and/or the purchaser. 

 

Stimuli can also be created by other factors than marketing, in this case, we see that fathers are highly 

influenced by their children when they make a purchase. This especially is in regard to impulse 

purchases, which our results show, mostly occur when they are out shopping with their 

child/children, and the child/children fall in love with a given product. However, the interviews 
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indicated that children from the ages of 0-7 years are seemingly more drawn towards toys when they 

are out shopping with their fathers. 

  

Nevertheless, the results presented above did argue for a small tendency of fathers being the initiator 

and the purchaser of childrenswear. Within this decision-making process, fathers were especially 

influenced by their emotions. The internal factors come into play here, as the fathers express that the 

reason why they want to be a part of the decision-making process is for their child/children. Which 

ultimately means that the fathers are motivated by their emotions. However, they seem to lack the 

information on how to pursue the purchase of children’s clothes. Which again, lead us to the lack of 

information/marketing aimed directly at fathers. Without the marketing aspect creating certain 

stimuli or information flow towards fathers, fathers rely heavily on the mothers’ knowledge. 

Advertising can, therefore, be a motivational factor for fathers, because they are being stimulated to 

recognise a need and thereby make the actual purchase. The information in the advertisement can play 

a crucial part, for the fathers who feel insecure within children clothing, and therefore depend largely 

on the mothers, before they do the actual purchase. 

Marketing and its influence on the choice of brands 

Our analysis revealed that fathers do not consider the brand, as highly as they do other parameters 

when shopping for children’s items. The interviews indicated, that fathers, however, highly rely on 

the mother’s choice of brands. This might be a consequence of the lack of marketing exposure to 

fathers, compared to mothers. 

As presented in chapter three, marketing is what marketers use, to stimulate consumers into 

purchasing a certain brand or product. Advertisement is, therefore, used as a component of 

marketing, in order to create a strong brand recognition. Research presented in chapter four, has, 

however, shown that females tend to have a more positive attitude when it comes to advertisement 

whereas males seem more negative towards it. Moreover, females, in general, are more aware of 

brands than males are. However, this study was made in 1996, where marketing was highly product-

oriented and not consumer-oriented. Therefore, by understanding the fathers’ lifestyle and their 

needs in this study, the children's clothing companies can better adopt a communication strategy that 

fits the fathers’ wants and needs. Our analysis revealed that fathers are motivated to be a part of 

everything that concerns their child/children. Fathers value their child/children wearing good-
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looking and high-quality clothing and advertising can, therefore, trigger fathers to choose a certain 

brand or accept the high price of a certain brand if it is branded with elements that fathers value. 

  

Whether or not the fathers are the actual purchasers or the need recognisers, they play a crucial part in the 

decision-making process, due to their highly respected opinions by the mothers. The two stages of 

the consumer decision-making model where fathers tend to have the highest involvement are 

evaluating alternatives and post-purchase behaviour. The exposure of advertising to fathers, can, 

therefore, also play an important role when fathers are asked to give their opinion. Hence, if brands 

were to create a strong brand recognition, fathers likeliness to choose and argue for the purchase of 

this brand would potentially increase. 

 

Another interesting factor is the fathers' interest in the purchasing of used clothing for their children. 

The app Reshopper (an app for purchasing used children’s products) was highly spoken of, by fathers 

that had been introduced to the app. The reason these fathers spoke highly of the app, is due to the 

simplicity and accessibility of getting what they want, and the fact that they can get many quality 

articles of clothing for a better price. Although we did not dig deeper into whether shopping used 

clothing has become a trend for fathers, our quantitative data did show that accessibility was highly 

valued in the process of purchasing children’s items. This indicates that an app such as Reshopper, 

has become popular because of the easy accessibility.  

 

Our analysis revealed that fathers’ involvement was increased when it concerned shoes and 

outerwear. Fathers tend to have higher participation in overwear and shoes which leads us to believe, 

that childrenswear can be split into three categories: everyday clothing, shoes and outerwear. The 

interviews indicated that everyday clothing is often purchased impulsively by the mothers, therefore, 

the fathers were often first introduced to the purchase, after it had been made. Within this category, 

fathers were mostly interested in whether the looks of the clothing was something they liked. 

Whereas, shoes and outerwear, followed the consumer decision-making model chronologically. 

Hence, purchases within categories that require a longer decision-making process, are those where 

fathers, influence the most. 
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Two deviating perspectives from our professionals 

We asked all of our interviewed fathers to mention some children brands they knew and liked and 

where the majority mentioned Molo none mentioned Konges sløjd. The factors responsible for this 

can be many and this section will seek to discuss some of them in connection to our interviews with 

our professionals.  

 

When asked who their target audience is our two professionals representing Konges sløjd and Molo 

had as previously presented, two very different answers. Emilie from Konges sløjd immediately 

answered mothers and Rikke from Molo answered more overall explaining that for them it did not 

have anything to do with gender but more that their target audience was the urban population all 

over the world. It can be argued that this notion possesses great value when it comes to our 

interviewed fathers’ relationship with the two brands. Most of our fathers knew Molo in some way. 

Some knew the brand because their partners either liked it or hated it or they knew the brand because 

they remembered the wild clothes and the very different approach to childrenswear. 

 

As presented in our theoretical framework, there is value, for the companies, to gain from knowing 

their customers, knowing their wants, and their needs in order to create a product or a brand that 

aligns with the customers. Furthermore, it can also be argued that the relationship between a 

company and the customer is also of high value.  

Rikke from Molo explained that she believes that the reason why so many fathers know Molo is 

because of the fact that the company spends a long time discussing how they can implement the 

fathers in their products but also in their visual universe. Emilie from Konges sløjd admits that they 

do not really do anything special to include fathers because they firstly, do not think that fathers have 

an interest in childrenswear but also because they do not know how to implement the fathers more 

in their advertisement or even in their visual online platforms. She also explains that she does not 

believe that fathers would care more just because they create products with more masculine prints. 

    

In connection to these notions, it can be argued that because Molo spends so much time and energy 

in implementing not just the mothers but also the fathers in their product creation but also in their 

visual expression, they have a larger recognition level than a brand like Konges sløjd who primarily 

focuses on the mothers and who does not know how to implement the fathers.   
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There seems to be a very large difference in opinion on the matter of fathers being potentially very 

valuable for the two companies in question. Based on our two interviews with Konges sløjd and 

Molo respectively, It can be argued that overall Molo sees great potential in fathers and is thus already 

acting upon this notion and are trying to implement the fathers in their universe by creating a more 

rough visual expression that can both cater to mothers and fathers. Moreover, it seems clear that 

Konges sløjd due to the fact that they simply do not know how to implement the fathers or is simply 

not willing to change their visual expression enough to cater to both fathers and mothers, therefore, 

are not as interested in the segment as Molo is.  

A discussion regarding whether or not these facts actually have an impact on the inclusion of fathers 

seem worth having. Rikke believes that the reason for their success with attracting male customers is 

because they include them in their advertisement and make them feel included by creating content 

that the male customers can feel related to. Emilie is of a different opinion. Emilie does not believe 

that it would change anything if they created a onesie with a dinosaur on it instead of the more girly 

prints they have now. But it can be argued that it is not so much one product or one picture on 

Instagram that makes a difference as Emilie refers to but more an overall inclusion. Molo does not 

just post one picture that appeals to the male audience every once in a while, and they do not just 

create one t-shirt with a masculine print and call it a done deal they progressively try to implement 

fathers by trying to think of ways to implement all urban individuals on a regular basis.  

 

According to Rikke, it is more about making the overall brand stand out and create a visual expression 

that does not appeal so much to mothers or fathers but more the overall type of individual they want 

to attract. The urban population who are trendsetters, respectively.  

It can be discussed whether or not Rikke is right in her opinion or whether Molo has just been lucky 

and the reason why so many fathers mention their brand is simply just because they stand out more 

with their big variety of colours and prints but it is an interesting factor that a brand such as Konges 

sløjd who have been majorly successful in creating a buzz around their brand when it comes to 

mothers and especially the urban mothers have not been more successful in achieving recognition 

from the fathers. 
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Despite the above notions, one thing the two company representatives could agree on was the fact 

they did indeed believe that there was a potential in fathers although at the end of her interview Rikke 

did address an interesting belief. Rikke expressed that she did indeed believe that there was a potential 

in fathers in regard to being customers or at least with the visual universe that Molo has. This is a 

very interesting discussion of whether or not fathers possess value as customers based on the 

company’s visual expression. It could be argued that for a company such as Konges sløjd fathers do 

not possess that much value because the company’s visual universe is created with fine and feminine 

prints something that would usually for the most part only appeal to women.  

Arguably it might not be in the company’s core values to both address a male and a female universe 

if such even exists. Konges sløjd was created to cater to a certain type of parent just like Molo was 

created to cater to the urban parent and if Konges sløjd simply was created with a more feminine 

universe in mind, then the question is if that can be modified to cater to fathers without changing 

the company vision too much? And furthermore, should it be changed?  

 

There is not much doubt that Konges sløjd would like to implement fathers more in their universe 

but that they simply do not know how. If the above discussion and arguments regarding the 

implementation of fathers through a company’s visual expression both in regard to products but also 

in regard to their advertisement hold water, then the answer to Emilie’s wondering on how to 

implement fathers is simple. They need to, in some way, make the fathers feel included and make 

them be able to relate to their brand.  

 

Lastly, it may be argued that in order to spike a change, the company itself must actually believe that 

there is a potential in fathers. In regard to Konges sløjd the degree to which Emilie actually believes 

this fact can be discussed. Throughout the interview, she expresses that they do think about 

implementing the fathers but then after a little while she explains that they do not know how to do 

it and then end up not doing it. Furthermore, in connection, she clarifies that they do indeed see 

potential in fathers as customers but at the same time, she laughs off the thought, that a father would 

leave a comment on their Instagram page where he agrees with some of their products being cute 

and moreover, expresses that she thinks one of the only fatherly influencer’s there is in Denmark is 

more ridiculous in the company’s eyes than helpful. One could argue that despite the fact that Emilie 
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says that they try hard to implement the fathers they might actually not try hard enough for it to 

result in a change. 

 

As mentioned, both companies were questioned on their opinion in regard to male influencers and 

the two respondents had two very different opinions on a specific Danish father influencer called 

fartilfirepiger. Emilie explained that within the company of Konges sløjd they presume fartilfirepiger 

to be rather ridiculous. They had apparently, talked about male influencers before and they had 

laughed at the thought of using him. Rikke, on the contrary, explained that Molo had actually worked 

with fartilfirepiger and that the collaboration had been very successful and definitely something they 

would consider doing again. Again, the level of engagement in the implementation of fathers as a 

target audience seems very different from the two companies’ sides and arguably Konges sløjd might 

have trouble getting recognised by fathers because they simply do not take the subject seriously 

enough and hence do not actually put in the effort of implementing new initiatives that can help lure 

fathers to their brand. 

Communicating to fathers – but how?  

The framework of the four C’s centralise the consumers, therefore, the understanding of fathers is 

the first step in order to create a marketing strategy that aligns with fathers’ expectations. 

  

The first C refers to Consumer. Throughout this study, we have found that fathers want to be a part 

of decision-making that relates to their children, whether it being practical decisions or decisions in 

relation to what they wear. They do, however, need information in regard to childrenswear. Father's 

search for quality, functionality, accessibility, and their children’s wants when they purchase items for 

their children. By knowing which factors that fathers look for in a purchase, marketers should focus 

on these when they communicate to fathers. As revealed in our analysis, Molo has succeeded in this 

area, as fathers tend to remember Molo and combines the brand as a brand that offers high-quality 

clothing. Additionally, fathers tend to easily give in, when their child/children want something, which 

often results in an impulse purchase.  

This leads us to the next C in the framework (Cost). As mentioned in the theoretical section, Cost 

can be measured in many factors, one of which a father's guilt, of not purchasing an item for their 

child. Brands can, therefore, focus to emphasize designs that children tend to notice, this could e.g. 
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be clothing with animals, Disney figures etc. Furthermore, since fathers tend to be more involved in 

the process of the purchase of shoes and outerwear, brands should also focus on emphasising these 

two categories, in their communication. Again, it is relevant here that marketers consider highlighting 

information about the quality and functionality of the shoes and outerwear. 

One of the four factors mentioned that fathers value easy accessibility, when shopping for their 

children which leads us to the next C (Convenient). By understanding the customers, marketers will 

know where to present their communication, in the purchasing process. This study of fathers 

revealed that it is on most cases mothers who initiate the purchase, in which fathers mostly involve 

in two stages of the purchasing process, one is when the alternatives need to be evaluated and two is 

after the purchase have been made. And on some occasions, fathers are the one who initiates the 

purchase, thereby the one who is involved in all five stages. When the mother is the one who initiates 

the purchase, the creation of a stronger brand can influence the fathers’ decision-making or brands 

can think outside the box, in order to create a good post-purchase experience for fathers. This can 

be a simple information-flyer aimed at fathers, on how this clothing item, has functional functions. 

In e.g. the category of outerwear, there are often snowsuits that have ‘technical’ functions, such as 

the hydrostatic. These technical parts are according to the above literature on men’s shopping 

behaviour, something that catches men’s attention. Therefore, instead of simply placing the price-tag 

on the item, then inflict a small piece of information flyer with explanations on what it means and 

how these small ‘technical’ addons in the snowsuit, makes it more functional than others. 

When the father is the one who initiates the purchase, our study has revealed that fathers value 

accessibility. As argued, a platform such as re-shopper seems to have captured fathers interest, as it 

is easy to search for products nearby and then make the purchase. Additionally, we found that it was 

not uncommon for fathers to make an impulse purchase. This was especially in continuation of an 

online ongoing purchase where they were exposed to offers. Thus, we did not find any clear result 

on whether fathers are price sensitive, we argue that there is a tendency of fathers being interested in 

getting good deals. Marketers can, therefore, present their communication on online platforms such 

as re-shopper or create their own platform, that allows parents (with focus on fathers) to easily 

purchase the brand. Communication is the last C in the framework, which refers to a two-way 

dialogue with its consumers. A two-way dialogue can be used for the brands, in order to understand 

the fathers and thereby use the information they gain, to help optimise their brand. This form of 

communication is often seen within hotels, where input from consumers on Trustpilot, Travel 
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Advisor, etc. can provide information on how such companies can optimise their service or product. 

Within childrenswear, this can be done through the involvement of more fathers. As we see with 

MOLO, they have worked with fartilfirepiger and that the collaboration had been very successful 

and definitely something they would consider doing again. Molo’s openness to exploit the potential 

of fathers, may or may not be the reason, that 6 out of 8 fathers in our interviews mentioned this 

brand when they were asked to mention some children's brands. This indicates, that Molo’s 

communication unlike other children’s brands, seem to have an effect on fathers. An effect that other 

children’s brands should focus on reaching, as fathers according to this study, are seemingly more 

influential in the purchase of childrenswear. 

Furthermore, children are an important factor in the conversation between two fathers. Our 

interviews indicated that sharing information and good ideas in relation to their children are common 

(and in most cases the highlight of the conversation) between fathers. We started this study, believing 

that there was some kind of ‘taboo’ for fathers to discuss childrenswear, with other fathers, however, 

we were surprised to witness how open fathers are and how much fathers fight to be heard as a 

father. Therefore, based on our gained data and analysis, we believe that fathers in Denmark may be 

more open to search for fatherly bloggers to get inspired and informed. Thus, being present and 

reaching out to fathers, in an untraditional promotion-like way, can increase a brands likeliness to be 

selected by fathers, in their purchasing process. 

  

Furthermore, as presented in the literature review, the rise of the involving fathers has created a 

political debate on providing fathers more legal rights in relation to their children. Unions that protect 

fathers, such as foreningen far are still fighting for equal rights between the parents. This debate can be 

an opportunity for companies to be a part of. Larger clothing companies can take a stance and 

encourage fathers to stand forward and show the people, that they are as caring and loving as 

mothers. More global brands have taken advantage of societal inequality to brand themselves, one 

example is Always with its campaign #LikeAGirl. Always experienced that product branding was not 

enough to keep their young consumers loyalty, which leads to this campaign, where they took up a 

social debatable theme, to brand themselves (Campaignlive, N/A).  
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Recommendations  

This societal change of women entering the workforce and men’s increased participation in the 

household have influenced the traditional roles of mothers and fathers. Our study has revealed that 

fathers’ involvement with their children, has created an opportunity for children’s clothing 

companies. Throughout this paper, we have found that fathers’ roles and involvement in the 

purchasing process, can have a significant influence on the outcome of what gets purchased or even, 

what gets returned. Fathers show an interest in what gets purchased, and their involvement increases 

especially in relation to shoes and outerwear. Furthermore, this research showed that fathers on some 

occasions also tended to be the actual purchaser of childrenswear, they are motivated by their happy 

children and the wish of purchasing the best quality items there is for them. However, this study has 

also revealed that there exists a lack of advertisement for fathers. Thus, we recommend children’s 

clothing companies, to involve fathers more in their marketing strategy. Taking advantage of this 

societal change by creating a communication strategy, that speaks directly to fathers as well as 

mothers. The fathers may be more willing to choose a certain brand over another unbranded piece 

of clothing if they feel a connection to it. Furthermore, as presented in the literature, research on 

male shopping behaviour showed that although women spend much more time on shopping, men 

tend to spend more money on shopping, making men an attractive target audience.  

  

As discussed above, there are many ways for children’s clothing companies/childrenswear brands to 

endorse the societal change of gender roles within the household. As the focus on this assignment 

has not been on one specific brand, there will not be developed a specific strategy on how to take 

advantage of this change. Instead, we have discussed the different ways in which companies can 

implement strategies in their communication in order to attract more fatherly attention. Thus, every 

suggestion discussed above suggests companies put more focus on fathers in their 

marketing/communication strategy. In short, it means that childrenswear brands/companies can 

take advantage of the societal changes of gender roles, by increasing their marketing/communication 

towards fathers. 
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Chapter 7 

The seventh chapter contains the two last sections of this thesis, the conclusion and the future 

research. The conclusion will present an assembly of the collected data and thereby answer our 

overall research question, and the section on future research will suggest new perspectives on how 

this research can be further investigated.  

Conclusion  

Due to the fact that this paper takes its point of departure in the pragmatic paradigm our ontology 

and epistemology have been based on the fact that there is no single way of learning but instead 

various different ways of understanding due to the belief of multiple realities. Hence, there is not just 

one truth but multiple constructed truths. Therefore, this paper sought to understand not just our 

fathers in question’s perspective but also their surrounding’s understanding of reality. The mothers 

and businesses, respectively. Based on our chosen methodology, our research presents an overview 

of tendencies that our Danish fathers with children under the age of 7 years old represents. Within 

this framework, our research and analysis results suggest a variety of behaviour traits and 

characteristics in our fathers which can give an impression of how the industry of childrenswear 

could, through advertisement, communicate to Danish fathers in order for them to feel involved and 

thus by making fathers feel involved optimise their sales.  

 

This thesis is based on a case study which has examined the research question: How can children's 

clothing companies (or brands) take advantage of the societal change of the new gender roles within 

a Danish household? In order to answer this research question, this paper has sought to understand 

what goes on in the Danish families in order to get a deeper understanding of how much fathers are 

actually involved in the decision-making process that revolves around the purchasing of 

childrenswear and in connection we wanted to figure out what role they along with the rest of the 

family possess in the unit and lastly we wanted to investigate if there is a difference in how much 

advertisement mothers and fathers are exposed to.   

 

Based on our analysis and discussion, this thesis can conclude that Danish fathers possess an 

important role when it comes to the caregiving of their children and the decision-making process 
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that revolves around their children and furthermore, they are very positively tuned on what is being 

bought for their children but they do not feel that any advertisement is targeting them as fathers. 

Almost all of our interviewed fathers lived within a more modern than traditional family constellation 

and ultimately this points to the fact that children’s clothing companies should, if they are not already 

doing so, include fathers in their target audience in order for them to feel included. By doing so, 

companies could potentially see an increase in attention and recognition from fathers and possibly 

in the future also an increase in sales.       

 

The analysis of this thesis can overall conclude that within the various tested stages in the decision-

making process, fathers seem to have a different level of involvement. Based on our research it can 

thus, be concluded that fathers tend to be less involved in the first stages that concerns the 

recognising of a given need and the information search stage and more involved when it comes to 

the post-decision-making stage. Through our research we discovered that fathers possess the role of 

the approver, the decider and the influencer which essentially means that their opinion on a given 

product matters and thus they have a high influence on which products are being kept and which 

products are being returned. Ultimately, leading to the conclusion that companies should care to 

involve the fathers in their marketing strategy if they want to further evolve in the future regarding 

brand recognition and turnover.        

 

The interviews with our professionals in this thesis, served the purpose of representing the 

childrenswear industry. As explained in our analysis, two companies are not enough to represent a 

large enough picture, but it does give an indication of the overall opinion on fathers as consumers of 

childrenswear and the industry opinion on the fathers’ interest on the matter. Based on our interviews 

with our professionals it can thus be concluded that there exists a certain disagreement on the 

importance and value which the fathers represent. One company found great value in fathers and 

thus do a great deal to try and include them whilst the other company is still not set in their opinion 

on the matter and hence, do not take a lot of initiatives in order to include them. From our research 

with fathers however, it can be deduced that there exists a misperception when it comes to their 

interest in the matter. The interest might not lay specifically on the fashion side, but we can however 

conclude that the fathers are very much interested in the quality of the products their children use 

and this interest definitely seem to have an impact on the decision-making.       
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All our respondents seem to share the same opinion and perception when it comes to an 

advertisement in general but also more specifically when it comes to online advertisement. They seem 

to believe that the sparse advertisement that they do experience is more so created for the mothers 

and children rather than the fathers. Furthermore, it seems that must of our respondent fathers are 

for the most part aware when they are being advertised to and they are not completely ignorant of 

the effect that this direct and indirect advertisement can have on them.   

All in all, it seems that all of our interviewed fathers, except one, alongside with the majority of our 

questionnaire fathers share the same modern family household where the fathers take part in the day-

to-day caregiving of their children as well as taking part in the household choirs. In the case with our 

single dad interviewee, it can be concluded that he too lives more modern than traditional since he 

shares the purchasing responsibility with the mother of his child as well as being the primary caregiver 

of their child. Overall with our interviews, we had one father who lives in a more traditional way, and 

he was not very much involved with the purchasing decisions in regard to his child who was under 

7 years old.     

 

Additionally, it can be concluded that when it comes to the motivation behind being involved in the 

purchase decisions the fathers all mention that their children are the motivation. Furthermore, based 

on our analysis and discussion it can be concluded that the children possess a very high degree of 

influencing power over their fathers, especially regarding toys.   

 

Lastly, on the basis of our data, analysis and discussion, it can be concluded that mothers experience 

to a much larger degree advertisement for childrenswear directed directly towards them as mothers 

than the fathers do. 

 

Based on the above communicative elements together with our gathered data it can be concluded 

that in order for childrenswear companies to take advantage of the new gender roles within a Danish 

household they need to first see the value that the fathers possess and thereafter include the fathers 

more in their universe and try to engage them through advertisement just like they do with the 

mothers. 
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Further research  

The developed role of fatherhood and the increased involvement from fathers, does not only relate 

to purchases of childrenswear.  This development influence purchases within every category of 

household items, which can be further researched. 

 

As this study was explorative, we mainly focused on the fatherly aspect and behaviour. However, as 

we reached a conclusion, we found out that there might be other ways of researching this changed 

behaviour within household purchases, than to only focus on fathers. Since families today consist of 

strong communication and negotiation, we believe that a study on different families of how they 

negotiate, when they negotiate, and with whom they negotiate, in the process of purchasing items 

for their child could be carried out. Since the child is the end-user, the aspect of children’s influence 

should also be considered. As we found out in our analysis, children of all ages can influence their 

fathers’ purchases. Thus, a study of the communication and negotiation within different family types 

can provide marketers with a more holistic view of decision-making in regards to children. The future 

research should focus on new family constellations, as literature presents, only 56 per cent in 

Denmark, is what they call the ‘traditional family constellation’, which means that almost half the 

families in Denmark, consist of single parents, shared parenting, rainbow families etc. The interesting 

view here, which could not be pointed out by researching fathers only, is how different family 

constellations, affects the purchasing process. How much control do single fathers have? Do they 

involve the mother?   

  

Furthermore, our analysis revealed that fathers tend to be more involved in the purchase of toys. The 

interesting factor here is whether their interest is caused by the fact that they are more exposed to 

advertisement within this category, or whether the brands within toys are often brands that they 

remember from their own childhood (Lego, Marvel etc.), or simply caused by their own interest in 

toys. By investigating this notion, we may understand what appeals men to be more involved in this 

area. The men in our interview spoke highly of toys that they themselves could play with, together 

with their son. We did, however, not get the understanding of fathers, being as involved when it 

concerned ‘girl’ toys, such as barbies and dollhouses. Hence, does the gender of the child, influence 

fathers involvement within the purchase of toys? 
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